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CHAPTER Ï
INTRODUCTICN

Like an adolescent, psychctheraPY
has faced the predicament of know-
Íng quite well what it was against 

'but not having a very clear visicn
of what it waã for. - (Gardner, 1976,
p.2o2)

rFhi e crrthnr. ârrñìá^ânherì t.he nrant.i errm exneriênce with the¡¡¿+Þ sr¡/- r--- ---5--

goal of furthering and developing techniques r^rhich promote

t,positive mental healtht'. Concepts such as mastery (Murphyt

1962), self actualization (Masl-ow, 1962), happiness (Ricks

and Wessman, 1966), competance (VIhite, f959) I âfld ego-activity

(Rapaport, 1967) all reflect different aspects of "pcsitive
mental healthr'. An impcrtant advantage of emphasizing ccncepts

such as these is that they reflect the aspiraticns and needs

of the mainstream of our popul-aticn as wel-l as those in serious

difficulty. Focussing only on pathology does not promcte pre-

ventative and growth-orientated techniques.

ft is wj-thin this context that the authcr developed a

real appreciation of the pctency of cl-inical hypnosis as a

clinical tool. Hypnosis has an inherent emphasis on the

positive which makes it an almcst ideal vehicle fcr facilita-

ting positive mental health. It is hardly surprising that

this emphasis on human growth and potential has surfaced in

the literature on plinical hypnosis (Fromm, 1972; Gooding'

1
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1969; Hartland, I97l; Gardner, f976). One researcher has

even suggested that hypnotic training alone might be a means

toward personal growbh (Diamond, I97l+).

The adaptibility of hypnosis is quite remarkable. Tt can

be used with individuals or groups as a primary or adjunct therapy

It provides an effective afternative to utilizing prescribed drugs

and may be employed Ín relaticn to a whole range of typical prcb-

lems which confront therapists in a general therapeutic setting.

Itlolberg (1977) in his cl-assic resource book, The Technique of

Psychotherapy noLes that I'studies have shown that employed by

reasonably trained professionals within the context of a struc-

tureC therapeutic program, with av,Iareness of ]imits of its ap-

plication, hypnosis can make a contribution as an adjunct to

any of the manifold branches of psychotherapy, whether thcse

be -eupportive, re-educative r or psychoanalyticf' (p.79f ) .

This has particul-ar relevance to psychiatric social work.

There is a very real- need for techniques which can enhance

functioning and promote human grorvth and potential. This author

has a particular interest in techniques whi ch utilize hypncsis

as an adjunct to psychotherapy (see pp.29-33 this report). An-

other common use of hypnosis is teaching "self-hypnosisrf as a

vehicte for relaxation trainiçg and stress reduction (see Fromm

1981, also section 2.).3 this report). Hypnosis may al-so be

adapted to specific areas such as sexuality (Fa¡Uri, 1976), pain

control (Hilgardr'1975), inscmnia (Graham et àI, L975) and a

whol-e range of other difficul-ties often encountered in the
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course of clinical social work practice (see section 2.4.1

this report). All of these interventions are designed to

enhance client functioning and refl,ect the basic aims of

clinical- social- work service. f'Social- work is a prof ession

which endeavours to foster human welfare through prcfessional

services and activities aimeC aL enhancing, maintaining, or

restoring the social- functioning of personsi' (preambie io

the C.A.S.W. Code of Ethics, 1975).

It is important to be a\^Iare of the fact that Curing the

past decade the practice of clinical hypnosis has been re-

defined. This redefinition refl-ects the gradual recognition

of the importance of the work of Milton H. Erickson. Erickscn

niques of clinical hypnosis.

Erickson has redefined hypnotic trance
to appty not to the state of one per-qon
but to a special type of interchange
between two people...Hypnosis is a
process between peopler a.wpY in which
one person communicates with another.
(¿ay' Haley, I97), PP .?O-2l-)

Tt is essential, to recognize that the study of hypnosis

naturally furthers and prombtes the study of human communica-

tion and change. Haley (fgT 
' 

p.9) has acknowleclged that

Ericksonts expertise in clinical, hypnosis was the primary fcrce

behind the development of rstrategic therapyr which has had an

immense impact on'both individual and family therapy. Watzlawick,

Weakland, and Fisch (I971+r p.xv) have also acknowledged the
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primacy of hypnosis and Ericksonfs work in general as a major

impetus in their work in Change. The purpose here is not to

tist all of the areas of human communication which have been

affected by Ericksonrs work with hypnosis. The main point to

be made here is that the study of clinical hypnosis has been

widely recognized as a f'leading edgen in the study of human

-, r ^r------ --r ^.-^'l^ .l^ ^--^^1 1^-+
CO¡nmUnlCaI,lOn an0 Ctlaflge r AIIU aÞ ÞuuIlr IÞ d'It s^\,rt-LrErrtJ ø.L vd

for practicum work.

The efficacy of hypnosis is widely reccgnized, even by

its informed critics. fn fact, in the conclusicn of a recent

review of the relevant literature, Udolf (1982) concludes

that I'there is Iittle, if âDY, difference arncng thecrists

Some theorlsts argue that attitudes, expectatÍons, and the

therapist/cll.ient rel-ationship are the crucial- variables and

that a rtrance statef' per se is unnecessary. From a cl-inical

perspective this is an interesting but not essential- considera-

tion. The main issue from a clinical perspective is whether

or not the therapeutic goals are achieved.

Thus hypnosis represents a useful and fascinatlng cliní-

cal technique which is almost an ideal- vehicl-e for promoting

rrpositive mental healthr'. The development of these clinical

skills refl-ect the basic aims of professional- service in

general and psychiatric social work in particul-ar' The study

of clinical hypnosis, especially Erickson's tryork, has been a
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major element in recenb changes in how we facilitate human

change and growLh. It is the combination of factors such as

these which provided the author with the rational-e for the

practicum work.

The author began this practicum with two general goals:

a) to increase the authorrs knowledge in the area of clinical

hypnosis anci'o) t,o enhance ihe authorrs skiiis in i;he pracii-

cal utilization of clinica] hypnosis.

In general terrns the goal- of the interventions v¡as to

enhance human gror^rth, or as Erickson and Rossi (1976) statei

it ',helping individual-s outgrow Iearned f imitations so that

Ínner potentiaLs can be realized to achieve therapeutic goalsl

(p.6). More specificall-y, for thc purpoEeE of definition and

evaluation, the focus was on frenhancing self-esteem and self-

conf idencetr.

The evaluation was primarily based on dÍrect and j.ndirect

feedback. fn the I'planned programt' measures of self-esteem

and Locus of control are used to val-idate and quantÍfy clinical

impressions.



CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVÏElÂI

2,I Introduction

Cl-inical hypnosis is in the prccess of being redefined.

The recent prominence cf ttErickscnian" hypnosis represents a

fundamental shift in direction. One way to understand the

Ericksonian style is that it incorporates all of the factcrs

of I'traditicnalr' hypnosis and adapts them to the individual-

characteristics of clients. Thus the basic concepts of
t'traditionalr' hypnosis must be understood before Erickson's

techniques can be properly utilized. To provide some backgrcund

for these developments, thls author has selecl,etl Lhree getreral

areas for presentation and discussion: .l) theories regarding

the nature of hypnosis, 2) hypnosis as an altered state and

3) the impact of Ericksonian strategies on clinical hypno-'is'

The real value of this review may be found in the selection

of references and quotations considerable effort has gone

into I'highlighting essential conceptsrr.

2.2 The Nature of Hypnosls: Theoretical Ccntrcversies

lThroughout history hypncsis has been surroundeC by ccn-

lTh" history of hypnosis is wel]-documenteC and will not
be reccunted here. Shcl-and Crne (1965) provide a brief acccunt
and El-tenberger (tgZo) . Bramwell (1956), -ãnd _MolI (1958) are
examples of more comprehensive sources of infcrmation.

6
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troversy and conflict. Even today there are differing opin-

ions regarding which explanaticns should be applied to observed

phenomena. However, during the past two or three decades

there has been a dramatic improvement in the quality anC quan-

tity of investigation into the nature and characteristics of

hypnosis. For the first tifne there is a satisfactory body of

knowiedge avaiiabie re$âr-ding some impcrtant aspects of the

phenomena which occur-q during the t'hypnctict' process. To

utilize þypnosis in a prcper and professional manner it is

essential tc have some unCerstanCing of these develcpments.

2.2.L HilEard' s Sev en Characteristics. Hilgard (1965)

has outlined seven characterj-stics which he suggests can be

helpful in terms of delineating the hypnotic state' They are¡

I) subsidience of the planning function, 2) redistribution of

attention, Ð availability of memcries and heightened ability

for fantasy productlon, I+) reduction of reality testing and a

tclerance for persistent reality distortion, 5) increased

suggestibility, 6) role behaviour, and 7) amnesia for what

transpired within the hypnotic state. These seven character-

istics represent factors which are commonly associated with

the process which we have catled hypnosis. (Also see AppenCix

A) However, Hilgard is best known for his cclÌaboration

with Vieitzenhoffer in the development cf the Stanford Hypnctic

Susceptibility Scale (SHSS). These scales have been widely
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used and have proven to be a reasonably consistent measure

The development cf
hypnctic susceptib
1) rel-iable scales
2) hypnotic abilit
some degree cf mod
quite stable over

scales fcr measuring
ility have shown
can be ccnstruc
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ãnd so on). (Hilgard, 1967, p.l+39
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Thus, Hilgard has been instrumental in terms of providing a

working definition of the hypnotic state as wel-I as develcping

a measure which increases the l-evel of empirical reliability

in hypnotic re-.earch. His wcrk, Hypnosis in the Relief of Pain

(Hilgard and Hilgard, 1975), i-o foundational in the field and

is highty reccmmenCed. It provides the kind of dual emphasis

(ie., cl-inical and experimental) which is so impcrtant in

hypnosis.

ïn fact, the necessity of maintaining this kind cf dual-

emphasis is a distinctive factcr which is characteri-"tic cf

hypnotic research. Shor (f979) has pointed out that there

are twc generic nethodological dangers: I'the first is the

danger of not providing sufficient disciplined skepticism,

and the second is the danger of not providing sufficient posi-

tive catalyst" (p.luO) . Thus, the disciplined skeptism of the

scientist must be balanced by the confident persuasiveness of
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the hypnotist. Hilgard's wcrk on pain is an excellent example

of how the two seemingly divergent features can be inter-
twined in an empirical enquiry,

2.2.2 Attitudes, Motivations, and Expectations. The

work done by Barber (1969) 1s an example cf how hypnotic

phenomena can be viewed frcm a different perspective, He sug-

gests that the notion of t'hypnotic trancefris nct a useful ex-

planatory concept. As an alternative he proposes that depen-

dent ancl independent variabl-es be specified as a means to

understanding whaL happens during hypnosis. Examples of these

variables are outlined in Table 1.1. Barber has done ccnsider-

able research with these individual factors (especially the

proce ur var ôQ an S en u

many of the kinds of behaviour commcnly labelled as 'rhypnctictt
(see Barber, L969, 1979). Thus, he has demcnstrated that most

hypnctic phenomena can be prcdr.rced in the absence cf a hypnotic

trance per se. He hope-. to identify a combination of variables

which can produce all of the hypnotic phencmena without the

necessi.ty of a traditional I'hypnotic trancer'. Barber hopes

to find a way out of the kÍnC of c:rcul-ar argument where

I'hypnctic phenomenat' is possible because subjects are in a

I'hypnotic trancerr. He concludes that hypnotic phencmena can

be achieved by I'an awake subject who has positlve attitudest

motivations, and expectations toward the situation and is ready
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and willing to think with and to imagine those things that

are suggestedf' (Barber , 1979, P.257).

rt is interesting to note that this is not a particu-

l-arly new assertion. Bernheim (1837-1919) and others have

made the sa¡ne point.
the first to cal-l
fact that suggestions
i 

- 
!L ^ ^1-- ^*^^ ^¡IIÌ U¡IE a UÞ EIIUE UI
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The controversies which surround hypnosis are long-standing and

often rnev\¡¡ assertions are simply the resurfacing of old issues'

Nonetheless, Barber's work is lmportant - he has identified

positive attitudes, motivation-", and expectaticns aS impcrtant

variables in the elicitation of hypnotic phenomena. His data

al-so supports the notion that the rol-e of traditional hypnotic

induct ion may be minim ai-.2

2.2.3 Rol- e Thecrv. Sarbin and Anderson (f979) have

utilized constmcts from role theory tc facilitate an anal-ysis

of hypno-" is .

f
ople.

2A ror" precise statement might- be that the role o

hypnotiõ induction is minimal fcr ñighly hypnotizable pe



TABLE 1.1

Prelfmlnary l-isting of denotable lndependent and dependent
variables subsumed under the topfc HYPNOSIS.

I. Independent (Antecedent) Varfables

Procedural- varlables (fnstructlons and suggestÍons)

l1

I

A. Procedural- variables subsumed under the term hypnotÍc induction
procedure

a. StaÈefl¡enÈs which define the sítuation as "hypnoslsr
b. Motivational instrucÈlons
c. Suggestions of relaxation, drowsiness' and sleep
d. Statements that it is easy to respond to suggestíons

B. Other procedural variables
a. Specific wording of suggestÍons
b. Experimenterrs tone of voice Ín presentlng suggestions
c. Method used to Present suggestions, e.8., spoken vs. tape-re-

corded presentatÍon
d. specifíc wording of the questions used to ellcit subjective

testímony

2. Subje ct variables (eg., subjectts personalitY characteristics, and
the experimentalhis attitudes and expectations with resPect to

siÈuation)
Þcperímenter variables (eg., experimenterf s prestige, personality
charecÞristics, exPectancies, and attitudes )

Sub ect er irnenter interactÍon variables (eg. , J-Íking of experimenter
ect for experimenter)

II. Dependent (Consequent) Variabl-es

1. Response Èo te st-sugg e s tions
Muscular rigidities
Analgesia
Visual-aud itory ha1luc ínation
Age regression
Deafness, colorbli-ndness, blindness, and other t'physÍological I

ef fec ts
f. Amnesia
g. Post.experimental (t'posthypnoticrr) response etc.

2, ttH tícrr a earance (e8. ¡ Lfmpness-relaxation, lack of spontaneíty,

3

4
for subject and su J

a
b
c
d
e

fixed facial expressÍ

ts of unusual- ex

on , tttrance starertt psychomotor retardation

ríences (eg., changes in body image and3. Re
eelings of unreality

4. Testímony o f havins felt Elzed

*
Fron BarberrT.x., Hypnosís: A Scientific Approach; New York: Litton,

L969,P.L2
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RoIe theory attenpts to account for
hypnotic phenomena by seeking out the
antecedent and concurrent events that
are associated with individual differ-
encies in the convincingness, validity,
or propriety with which a person perfor"ns
the hypnotic role. To account for these
individual differences r six variables
are proposed: 1) the validity of the sub-
jects role expectations. 2) the accuracy
of the subjects role perceptions. l) the
presence of role relevant skill-s. l+) the
degree of congruence of the requirements
of the role with self characteristics.
5) sensitivity to role denands and 6)
responsiveness to reinforcement provided
by audiences. The same variables are
clain¡ed to be useful in analysing indi-
vidual differences in the effectiveness,
validityr or convincÍngness of any role
performange. (Sarbin and Anderson, 1967,
ÞP' 3 t+I-t+z)

Sarbin is suggesting that the significant variable is cognitive -
the variable which has been ldentified as role skill. Sarbin

and Coe (tglZ) develop this argument and conclude that trno

striking effects can be clearly related to the classic induc-

tion procedures for hypnosisfr (p.240). Thusr Sarbin, Iike
Barber, is putting the emphasis on task utotivational variables

rather than hypnotic I'inductionsrr as the prÍmary causal factors

in the deveLopment of hypnotic phenomena.

Again it is interesting to note that this is not a new

explanation of hypnotic phenomena. fndeed, Braid (fZg¡-fg6O)

nade essentially the sa¡ne observation.

utilize very efficiently
in the manners, lookst

cal manipulatÍons of the
o be affected in accordance

They seemed
cues contain
voice or phy
operator and

to
ed
si
t
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with what they believed to be the will
and intention of the operator, even
when the latter wanted just the opposite.

All of these phenomena, as wonderful
as they may be, are onJ-y increases in
physical" or psychological functions whiah

e extent in a
d, cited in

we all possess to a larg
waking condition. (Brai
Gordoñ, 1967, p.)t9)

Thus, Braid recognized that role theory was a factor in pro-

ducinE hvonotic nhenomena and further that hvnnotie nhenomene9 --J S - 5-- --J t--- --- r------------

were functions we all possess to some degree in the waking

state. The research which strives to identify factors which

will allow us to produce the whole range of hypnotic phenomena

(to the same degree as can be achieved in a trance-like state)

is important. The issue of whether or not a trance state is a

necessary precondition to the full-development of hypnotic

phenomena is, as we have seen a controversy which has been go-

ing on for centuries.

2.2.1+ State-Non-State Controversy. The contemporary

version of this controversy has been ter:med the ttstate-non-

state issuerr. Barber and Sarbin are the best known proponents

of the non-state perspectlve. Unfortunately, this has some-

tjmes been nisinterpreted as meaning that the reality of

hypnotic phenomena Ís being challenged. This is not the case.

Udolf (fg8f) at the end of a thorough review of the recent

evidence concludes:

There is'Iitt1e, if &Dy, difference a¡nong
theorists concerning the empirical facts
of hypnotic phenomena. AIso, there are
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no theorists that the author (Udolf)
Ís aware of who deny the reality of
hypnotic phenomena. . . Barber and his
associates...do not regard the p
mena as any less real because th

heno-
ey

believe it may be accounted for Ín
te¡us of task motivation rather than
a trance state (n.306¡.

rt is important to rearize that the ilcontroversy, over state
vs. non-state has very litt1e to do with the observations made

but rather with explanatj-ons. Hilgard (L975) uses the analogy

of the old controversy over ilinstinctrf in psychol-ogy. The

objectj-on was that the word rtinstinctt'$¡as often used in a

circular nanner in attempts at explanation. The result of the
controversy was the classificatory label was changed to rfspecies

specific behaviourf'. The important point is that there is no

question of the reality of ¡instinctive behaviouril. (For in-
stance birds build their nest 1n comespondence with their
species even though they nay be raised in isolation. ) It is
a guestion of conceptualization and explanation rather than a
questioning of the reality of the behavlour patterns being ob-

served. ft is the sa¡ne question in the case of state vs, non-

state. ft is hardly surprising therefore, that Udolf concludes:

The state versus non-state issue of
hypnosis, while appearing to be a
major one seems...to be largely a
semantic issue produced by different
theorists meaning different things
by the word rrstaterr...The situation
is quÍte analgous to the story of
the four ,blind men who exemined
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different aspects of an elephant and
came up with different ideas of what
the total entity called elephant is
like (p. 3O6) .

The notion that there are many different aspects of

hypnosis and that what you see depends on where you look is

an accurate analogy. Erickson and Rossi (1976) make an import-

ant distinction between experi¡ental- and clínical hypnosls.

Itle would therefore, submit that the
alternative paradigtr which views the
trance and waking conditions as more
or less. contlnuous, with no evidence
of a rrspecial state of trancefr Ís
correct in evaluating the typical ex-
perimental situation. ft does not,
however, adequately concePtualize
those clinical situations where the
skill of the therapist together wÍth
the needs of the patient interact to
produce the otriking diecontinuitiee
between trance and the nor¡nal state
of consciousness that are so suggestive
of special state theory (p.300).

fn fact, Erickson is a master at utilizing the unique charac-

teristics of clients in a variety of clinical situations. More

shatl be said about this process in Chapter IIf. However, be-

fore proceeding it is worthwhile to review other developments

which can provide a theoretical backdrop to Ericksonfs work.

2.2.5 Use of Simulators in Research. Orne (l965) has

also provided a model which he has developed regarding the

fressencert of the hypnotic trance.

In sr¡n, the principle features of the
hypnotic state are seen as changes in
the subjective experience which are
characterized by a) discontinuity from
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normal waking experience, b) a compul-
sion to follow the cues given by the
hypnotist, c) a potentiatity foi exper-
iencingr âs subjectively real, distortions
of perception, memoryr oF feeling based
on rrsuggestionstf by the hypnotic rather
than on objective reality, d) the ability
to tolerate logical inconsistencies that
would be disturbing to the individual in
the wake state (p.I21).

This model was developed partly as a result of his use of
simulators in hypnotic research. Hypnosis is interpreted
along three major lines: a) desire to play the role of rsubjectr,

b) an increase in suggestibility, and c) an altered state of
consciousness. He suggests that while the role factor and the

increase in suggestibility can be attributed to factors other

than hypnosis the f,altered stateil remains as the essence of
hypnosis. His use of simurators in his experimental work has

created some misunderstanding. At no point does Orne imply

that hypnosis is si-mulation. Quite the contrary, his work has

helped shed light on i-mportant unique aspects of hypnosis. ft
is interesting to note, for instance, that trance logic sur-
faced as the variable least anenable to simulation. fn addi-
tion, Orne made some important conclusions regarding the i¡n-

portance of the subjective experi-ence of trance.

It was concluded that in the absence of
objective indices of hypnosis the
existence of trance r¡ust be considered
a clinical diagnosi-s. Until an invar-
iant index of hypnosis can be established
such a diagnosis must be confirmed by
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the subjects report of alterations in
his experience, since the reaL focus
of hypnosis appears to lie in the sub-
jectite experiènce of trance (p.L22),

2,2.6 Experiential Ratings. Charles Tart (f979) has

also recognized the importance of utilizing subjective or

experiential ratings as a means to underst,anding hypnosis.

He emphasizes the view that experiential ratings reach into

areas of hypnotic phenomena which are unavailable through be-

havioural approaches. He provides a comprehensive review of

five scales which have evolved to measure the depth of hypnosis

according to experiential appraisals and argues that more re-

search in this direction is needed. He notes the irnportance

of the Ídepthil variable in ter"ms of hypnotic research.

In many past studies of particular
hypnotic phenomena, it is likely that
the depth of hypnosis varied from
subject to subject..,lhis would result
in high variability of results that
could obscure i-nportant relationships'
ff depth reports are used, the subject
could be kept at the sane relative
depth level for each evocation of the
phenomena under studyr thus, êIininat--ing a najor source oi variabitity (p.600).

An example of this susceptibility-depth factor was illustrated
by Hilgard and Tart (f900) when they demonstrated that sug-

gestibility test itens given under ilwakingrr conditions could

function as hypnotic induction procedures for highly suscept-

ibte subjects. The idea that hypnotic phenomena must be under-

stood in relation to the depth of an altered state could have
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important implications for experimental work. ft rnay be that
altered states of consciousness may demand new ways of acquir-
ing knowledge as Tart has suggested in his arguments for ilstate-

specific sciencest' (Tarb, Lgn). In te¡"ns of hypnotic research,

the use of experiential ratings is an area which will likely
receive continued attention.

2.2.7 The Receptive Mode. Fromm (1979) has suggested

that l¡e may develop a better understanding of hypnosis by

focusing on the differences between the active and receptive

slode of consciousness.

The receptive mode is organized around
intake of the environment rather than its
nanipulation. fn the receptive mode one
allows things to happen, one does not
make them happen. The EEG in the receptive
mode of thinking and feeling is character-
ized by a preponderance of alpha waves;
baseline muscle tone is decreased; atten-
tion is diffused; there is decreased boun-
dary perception. And ln the field of
cognition there is a dominance of the
sensory over formal conceptual thought,
ie., more prelogical inagery and.thought
than strictly logical processes (Deikman,
1971). In this state the barriers between
conscious awareness and the unconscÍous
and preconscious are lowered. This leads
to a ereater availabilitv of unconscious
material. (Fronn, lg7gr- p.S7)

This I'greater availability of unconscious materialrr may be a

factor in ter"s¡s of understanding how hypnosis seems to provide

access to memories and abilities which are not normally avail-
able. The investigations of bimodal consciousness also
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suggest that the right brain Íseems specialized for holistic
mentation.,. It processes information more diffusely than does

the left hemisphere, and its responsibillties demand a ready

integration of nany inputs at oncerr (Ornstein, 1972, P.52).

An interesting question is whether or not the ability to

access I'the receptive modeil will correlate with hypnotic sus-

ceptibility. The ldentification of the receptive mode may

provide answers to J-ong standing questions and controversies.

2,2.8 Sumnary. During the past two or three decades

the Ímprovement of the quality and methodology of research

has resulted in a wealth of new infor"mation. It has been

demonstrated that ithypnotic susceptibilit,y" can be measured

in a conslstent fashion over time. The importance of the tra-
ditional induction procedures, Pafricularly for highly hypno-

tizable subjects, has been shown to be ninimal. The inport-

ance of positive attitudes, motivations, and expectations has

been established. The Irole factorfr h&-o been articulated

and has proven a significant factor in the development of

hypnotic phenomena. The receptive mode may prove to be an

Ímportant factor not only for hypnosÍs but in ter"ns of under-

standing human consciousness in general. Each new piece of

infor"mation creates greater clarity. The study of hypnosis

is the study of manf s ability to utili-ze his own (unconscious?)

abilities. We have only just begun to understand this potential.
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2.3 Hypnosis as an Altered State

It is hardly surprising that hypnotic research is finding
con¡mon ground wlth researchers working with altered states of

consÉiousness (ASCts). Alreadyr w€ have mentioned Ta¡tfs

work with experiential ratings and state-specific science

and the work on bj-modal consciousness (receptive mode). There

âFê nthcr^ imnnrf.¡nt rìewelonments whieh p-l^ê rc'lewnnt ta hnth

the study of altered states and hypnotic research. As Fromm

(L979) pointed out:

ft is ti¡ne for researchers in altered
states of consclousness and in hypnosis
to get acquainted with each other; to
recognize that hypnosis is an ASC...
and to start conducting research on
the si-milarities between various altered
st,ates, (Fromm, L977 t p.326)

2.).1 ådaptive Regressi.gn. A good example of this kind

of commonality of Ínterest is the idea that hypnosis can be

understood as |tadaptive regressionrr.

In adaptive regression the ego Ínltiatest
controls and tersrinates regression by
temporarily losing contact with reality
for the purpose of gaining improved mastery
over inner experiences. Those who view
hypnosis as an adaptive regression hypo-
theslze that 1n hypnosis a regressed sub-
system of the ego is placed in the service
of the overall ego; this includes the
development of a special.transferance relation-
ship to the hypnotist. _ (Gruenwaldr Fromm,
& Oberlander, 1979 ' p.618)

The ter"m adaptive regression may have application in research
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on altered states, as well. For instance Brown (L977) has

hypothesized that the path of meditation and its steps repeat

in reverse order the cognitive development of the child. It
is quite conceivable that fundamental questions about the

hypnotic process nay be answered by research findlngs in the

study of altered states and vice-v€rsâ.

2.) .2 Breathing Patterns. The process of breathing

is one area which has been recognized by researchers in hypnosis

and altered states of consciousness as having fundamental in-
portance. Jencks (1976) has contributed lurportant observations

regarding our breathing patterns and habits. She identifi-es

the phases of a relaxed breathing rhyt,hm.

The phases of a relaxed breathing rhythn
are a tension-redu-înlr Iong, slowt
exhalation followed by a patient pause
of relaxed emptlness untll the need for
oxygen finally prompts a passÍve inhala-
tion. During the latter the diaphram
contracts automatically, acting like a
piston which moves downward and fort¡ard,
creating a space in the chest cavity to be
filled by the expanding lungs. This ex-
pansion reduces the air pressure, and
the outside air enters the lungs passively
through the respiratory passages which
are normally in free communication with
the outside- air. (Jencks, 1976' p.170)

The ability to observe breathing patterns is an excel-

l-ent clinical tool. the emphasis on breathing in yoga (pranayana)

and Zen ls well known. Jencks (L976) also offers a description

of a tense breathing pattern.
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The phases of a tense breathÍng rhythm
are a forced inhalation which usually
enploys the chest muscles naximallyt
foltoite¿ by a tense pause of retention,
untiL exceÈs tension or tension for
too long forces an explosive exhalation.
(Jencks, L976' p.170)

The ability to recognize breathing patterns thus gives clinical
practitioners the ability to gauge the tension level- or psycho-

nhwsiea] state of consciousne-ss. In addition, breathing pat-

terns can be utilized to nodify or alter the consciousness.

Grinder and Bandler (rg8r) utilize breathing patterns

as a vehicle to rrmatchingr the behaviour of their client.

Matching buitds rapport and is the basis
for leading someone into an altered state.
You can maich any part of the persons be-
havioural output. ft's particularly use-
fut to match çomething like breathing rate
which is always occurri.ng, but is sonething
the person is-not Iikely to be conscious of.
If yôu match breathing rate with TQur
speêch tempor Tou can sinply slow down the
ràte of your speech and the other personrs
breathing will become slower (p.33).

Thus, ilmatchingrr the breathing pattern appears to enhance rap-

port and subsequently can be used to rrlead" the client to a

desirable therapeutic state. Hypnosis also utilizes breathing

during induction and trance utilization.
The inhale-hold-exhale breathing pattern'
used during inductions for relaxation
or rrgoÍng downt', is the most frequent use
of bieatñing in hypnosis. Also, frequently
used is the-coupling of levitation sugges-
tions with inhal-ation. Howeverr all repeti-
tive breathing patterns spontaneously induce
a hypnotic statè. (Jencks' 1976' p.171)
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ObviousJ.y, breathing patterns deserve a lot of attention Ín

te¡¡ns of research and clinical practice. Jencks also provides

suggestions as to how an awareness of breathing patterns can

provide other insights regarding perceptÍon and subjective

experience.

fn general, Iong, slow, deep, exhalations
are conducive to relaxation with the
aeeompanying sensations of sinkingt
widening, opening upr and softening;
feelings of comfort, heavinessr warrnth,
and moisture; and moods of Patience
and calmness. fnhalations evoke in-
vigaration, tensionr or levitation;
feéIings of tightness, coolness and
dryness; and moods of courage, deter-
niiratioñ and exhilaration (p.175) .

It has been suggested that breathing ís the bridge between

body and mind - if indeed thie is tho ca6€, then we may expect

that breathing patterns and habits wiII, in timer emerge as

the prinary catalysts in terts of altering subjective exper-

ience.

2.3 .3 Se lf-Directed Trance Utilization. Self hypnosis

and autogenic training has been widely acknowledged as a use-

ful therapeutic tool. Shultz and Luthe (1959) have provided

solid working principles for the development of autogenic train-
ing. Luthe (1969) outlines sone of the basic exercises:

The six standard exercises are physio-
logÍcal1y oriented. The verbal content
of-the standard fo¡"mulas is focussed
on the neuromuscular system (heaviness)
and the vasomotor system (warøth); on
the heart, the respiratory nechanism,
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wannth Ín the abdominal area, and the
cooling o{.th9. forehead.

The-meditative exercises are composed
of a series of seven exercises which
focus primarily on certain mental functions
and arè reserved for trainees who master
the standard exercises. (Luthe, L969,
p'31r)

It is interesting to note that self-hypnosis and meditation

are on a continium in autogenic training. To successfully

utillze the meditative exercises the client must first acquire

mastery of the standard exercises. This indicates that these

skil-Is, Iike mo-st other skills, improve with successful practice.

This would support Brown (1977) and his suggestíon that ti¡ne-

dependent variables (ie., continued practice of yoga medita-

tion over tine) are crucial in te¡rns of developing increased

control over inner processes. The therapeutic style of auto-

genic trainlng offers some clear advantages over traditional

hypnosis:

The self-dlrected nature of the approach
had a number of clinical advantages over
the conventional techniques of hypnosis t
anong them the active role and the re-
sponðibility of the patient in.appl{ing
the treatnent and the eIi¡nination of
dependence on the hypnotist. (Luthe'
t969, P.311)

The practice of self-hypnosis seems to be more popular in

Europe than in North America. The rea*qon for this is not en-

tirely clear. One could speculate that Ít is quicker (and

therefore, nore profitable) to util-ize drugs than to teach

patients self-hypnosis. rn any case autogenic training offers
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an alternative therapeutic strategy. Autogenic training
and self-hypnosis in general are both under-utilized. A

weII docr¡mented analysis of the phenomena and characteristics

of sel,f-hypnosis has been provided by Fromm, €t.al., (f981)

and is reconmended.

2.3 .l+ Concentration. The ability to concentrate on a

single idea or sensation has surfaced as being important to

both hypnosis and altered states of consciousness. Braid

(1?95-1860) considered it so important that he tried (unsuccess-

fully) to change the nane of hypnosis to rfmonoideismr' (see

Udolf, 1981, p.6). this narrowj-ng of the perceptual field
or üone pointedness of n¡indil is also given primary importance

in the practice of yoga (Evans-ïIent,z, L967, p.I17). It is

suggested that this ability to concentrate in a I'one-pointedt'

fashion is a crucÍaI part of the mechanisn which facilitates
the creation of desirable altered states. Recent studies

(Van Nuys, 1973) have confirmed that good concentration is a

necessary (but not sufficient) condition for hypnotic sus-

ceptibllity. This indicates that one-pointed concentration

in concert with other processes is a significant factor in
te¡"ms of understanding hypnosis.

2.3.5 Role of the inat ion. The role of the irnagina-

tion and fantasy has also surfaced as being an important factor

in hypnosis. Recently Josephine Hilgard (1979) has identified
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interesting parallels between imaginative involvement in

everyday life and hypnosis. She shows how activities such

as the enjoyment of inoagÍnative literature, creative inagina-

tion, and aesthetic appreciation of nature are related to
hypnotizability. Sheehan (l-g7g) has also noted that inragery

and fantasy are an inportant aspect of hypnosis (also see

Hillard, Sheehan, et.aI., 1981). He focuses on the enricirment

of Ímagery, the relationships between hypnotizability and en-

during attitudes for vivid imageryr and tolerance for fantasy

experiences. Sacerdote (1977) attempts to use guided imagery

as a vehicle to the attalnment of mystical states. Sarbin and

S1agle (l g7Ð have found strong evidence that I'imaginings"

and syrubolic sti¡uuli can procluce significant changes in
physiological processes. Imagination is clearly a factor in
the rnechanism of developing hypnotic phenomena. Guided imagery

in co-ordination with rrone-pointedf' concentration and appro-

priate breathing patterns represent a powerful conbination of

factors which can facilitate change in physiological and

psychological processes. ft may be that we are only beginning

to understand the potency of these factors as catalysts for
change.

2.3 .6 Multi-Levels of Consciousness. Conceptual izat ions

of multi-Ievels of consciousness and awareness are common

throughout the history of hypnosis. Shorfs t'generallzed

reality orÍentationr is a recent example of an attenpt to
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articulate t'his elusive phenomena.

The usual state of consciousness is
characterized by the mobilizaLion of
a structural frame of reference in
the background of attention which
supportsr interpretsr and gives mean-
ing-to all experiences. this frame
of-reference will be cal-led the usual
generalized reality orientation.

, (Shor, 1969, p.?36)

this can be compared with the concepts of ttcleep structure'f and

rfsurface structuren as outlined by Bandler and Grinder (L975)

utilizing a lingUistic model. The notion that we act in ac-

cordance with a structural frame of reference in the background

of attention is quite conceivable, however, it is difficult

to substantiate. Shor al-so speculates about how this relates

to hypnosis.

Hypnosis is a complex of two fundamental
processes. The first is the construction
õf a special, temporary orientation to a
small iange of prèoccupations and the
second is-the rèlative fading of the
generalized reality-orieltation into non-
functional awareness (P,21+3) .

Fischer (fg77) has presented a more comprehensive (and highly

speculative) model of the varieties of norual and altered

stat,es of consciousness. He utilizes a continuum of increas-

ing sub-cortical hyperarousal to classify states of conscious-

ness in ter^urs of perception-hallucination on the one hand

and perception-medication on the other.
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2.3 ,7 Summary. The importance of breathing, concentra-

tion, and the imagination is recognized in the literature on

both altered states and hypnosis. The nain difference is

that the meditative exercises are self-directed while induc-

tion fantasies or visions are structured by the hypnotist. It
is interesting to note that self-hypnosis and autogenic train-
ing are both trself-directedn and therefore even more similar

to neditative practices. It is useful to recognize that hyp-

nosis is one of many altered states and it nay be that research

focussing on initiatÍng and sustaining ASCrs will prove in-
valuable in the study of hypnosis. It would appear, however,

that attempts to develop a comprehensive theory of ASCrs is

premature.

fn the absence of an objective indices it is difficult
to substantiate cÌaims made regarding these matters. However,

the momentum of current research indicates that our improving

ability to measure psychological and physiological Processes

combined with the steadily increasing accumulation of evidence

is slowly creating more clarity regarding these issues. It is

not unlikely that the next two or three decades will produce

evidence which w111 resolve questions which have remained

a.mbiguous f or years.

Clinical Intervent lons2.1+

Fron the clinical perspective it is of little consequence
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whether or not the theoretical constructs of hypnosis have

reached naturity. The goal in clinical work is to help a

specific client rather than (necessarfly) to advance human

knowledge. The test of a clinical technique is not whether

it is right or wrong in theoretical ter:ms, but whether it is

clinically useful. The crucial factor in clinical work is
t-- - ^ ^ rL ^--ÀJ - ¡^^l^-:^".^ ¡^ 3^^*1*ù^ù^ ^l^*+i--^ ^L^*-^IIOW tJO UÞe UI¡eI'iy''PËl.l.UJ.U LrtiU¡l¡rIqLtE VrJ !crrJII¿þcltrlt ctrrclyu¡vE v¡¡cr¡¡6ç

in human functioning.

2.1+.L General A lications. Hypnosis, or some form of

hypnotherapy, has been reported to have been employed in the

treatment of a wide variety of psychoJ.ogical disorders. Many

of these difficulties are fairly typical of problem areas com-

nonly targeted for social work intervention. These would in-
clude: alcoholisn (Byers , L975), suicidal tendencies (Hodge'

I97?), phobias (Daniels, 1976; Deiker and Pollock, L975),

insomnia (Graham, Irtlright, Toman, and lYlark, L975) and snoking

(Hobroyd, 1980, Barkley, Hastings, and Jackson, 1977; Gaston

and Hutzell, 1976). In addition, sexual disorders (Fabbri'

1976), impotence (Deabler, 1976), frigÍdity (Cheet<, L976) r and

schizophrenic and borderline conditÍons (ftapp, 1976; Scagnelli'

1976) are areas which have been responded to with some form

of hypnotic treatment. These are only examplesr there are

many other areas such as, psychogenic seizures (Tindner , L973) ,

psychogenic tremors (Fogel, 1976), psychosomatic disorders

(Danie1s, 1975), and migraine (Andersonr Basker, and Daltont
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L976), which can also be treated with Eome form of hypnosis.

The important point here is to demonstrate the hypnosis has

a wide variety of applÍcations.

It{any of these applications use hypnosis in a strategic

manner to enhance particular aspects of therapy. 'rStudy

problemsil provides a good exanple of an area where hypnosis

can have a number of useful- applications. It has been reporteO

that concentration and the acquisilion/retention of infor"mation

can be improved by clinical hypnosis. Dhanens and Tundy (1975)

maintain that meaningfulness of material, motivation to learn,

and hypnotic suggestibility are influential variables. The

use of hypnosis in a remedial context is supported as an ef-
fecUive clinical toc¡l (Estabrooks and Gross, 1961; Illovsky,

L963). Porter (1978) has outlined an inpressive clinical Pro-

cess wherein she uses hypnosÍs in conjunction with rtidealized

self-inager' (ISI) r âs proposed by Suskind (1970) as a confi-

dence training technique. The combination of these two tech-

niques create a sophisticated clinical strategy.

2.1+.2 Hypnosis as an Ad.junct Therapy. One of the most

com¡non uses of hypnosis is as an adjunct therapy. Analytic

hypnotherapy can be used to retrieve early memories by facili-
tatlng regression, generate emotional reactions and thereby

facilitate ventilation of emotionally charged material I or'

to generate and analyse dreams (HoOge and lrlagnerr L969). Moss
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and Bremer (l9T) have suggested that dream analysis may be

perforned by the patient (under hypnosis) while he is drea.m-

Íng and that insight into how maladaptive behaviour is learned

provides a motivation for a change which helps to overcome

resistance. ScagnellL (L9?6) used hypnotic drea¡r and imagery

production with eight schizophenic and borderline patients to

reduce anxiety, build ego strengths and develop insight. Thust

hypnosis, in combination with analytic skil-Is fo¡m a useful

and potent therapeutic intervention.

In summary, the essential nature of
analytic hypnotherapy is the use of
hypnotic techniques to a greater or
Iêsser degree to further the progress
of analysis. ft is not the hYPnosis
but the- analysis with its attendant
transferance and the clevelopnent of
insight that produces a cure. The role
of hypnosis is to facllitate this pro-
cess ând provide an alternative means
of circr¡mienting roadblocks 1n therapy.
(udotf, 1981, P.205)

2.b.3, Hvpnos is and Behaviour Modification. Hypnos Ís

and behaviour modification are mutually conpatible and while

hypnosis is not essential to the practice of behaviour therapy'

it can facllitate it (Astorr 1973; Dengrove, fg73). For ex-

ample, hypnosis can be used to enhance the speed and depth

of relaxation procedures, shape behaviour through post-hypnotic

suggestions, facilitate cornmunication, and generate vivid

i-nagery in drea.ms ?nd systematic desensitization procedures.

These are excellent examples of the use of hypnosis as an
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adjunct therapy. Dengrove (1973) concludes I'that there are

many situations where some of the special characteristics

of hypnosis can be employed to great advantage in a behaviour

therapy setting. The exciting possibilities inherent in the

combination of hypnosis and behaviour therapies have barely

been tapped: r' (p.17)

2.b.1+ Symptom Sulstitution. Treatment ai¡ned primarily

at the direct removal of maladaptive behaviour, whether by

behaviour modÍfication techniques or direct hypnotic sugges-

tion raises the issue of "symptom-substitutionil (Rosen, 1941;

Vlallace and Rothstun, L975). The exa.mple of pain removal can

serve as an analogy. No competent therapist I'would undertake

a procedure aimed at the hypnotic control of pain unless the

etiology of the pain had been established and whatever medical-

treatment was required had been initiated. In other words,

we only treat pains hypnotically when they have no value to

rhe parienr,' (Udolf , 1981, p.188). Field and Kline (L971+)

argue that psychological symptoms deserve the sane respect.

This is reasonable enough. Howeverr the kind of extreme posi-

tion taken by some analyt'ically-oriented therapists wherein

all maladaptive behaviour is symptornatic of some trauma in

the distant past should also be avoided. thls is an area

where infornred and professional judgement must prevail.
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2.5 The Impact of Ericksonian Hypnosis

The advent of Ericksonian hypnosis represents a new

orientation in clinical hypnosis. However, the ba,.ic con-

cepts of r'üraditÍonalr' hypnosi-s must be fully understood

before Ericksonfs techniques can be properly utilized in the

hypnotic process. The f'authoritarian techniquef is conmon

1n historical accounts and is still in use today. It is aI-
most always used by stage hypnotists and, unfortunately, has

done nuch to develop stereotypes regarding the nature of the

hypnotic process. The image of the all powerful hypnotist

who has complete control over the helpless subject is all too

well known. One result of thi-s unfortunate and erroneous

image is that theraplsts using hypnosis often have to frre-

educaterr cliente regarding the collaborative aspects of less

authoritarian styles of clinical hypnosis.

The I'standardlzed techniquert is particularly well suited

to experimental settings. Here the hypnotist is seen as being

relatively unimportant while the emphasis is placed more on

the susceptibility of individual subjects. If ten subjects

are given a standardized induction (i.e, ol1 tape) and subse-

quently given tests designed to measure hypnotic suscepti-

bility some wÍLl score higher than others. Thereforer it is

the susceptibility of the indlvidual subjects rather than the

power of the hypnotist which is important. Obviously the

standardized approach is well suited to research purposes in
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that it is consistent and easily controlled. A limitation

of this approach is that it cannot handle or utilize diffi-

culties an individual may experience during the hypnotic in-

duct ion.

The Ericksonian or lutilj.zal-ion approacht' emphasizes

the interactional nature of the hypnotic relationship. The

-L - -i ! ^! ^- !ì^^¡ -L^ L.-*-^+ i a+ laa"a
UEIILZAT,I-On apPfoaCf¡ IleçgÞÞ¿Ud'UsÞ l,¡¡.:1v u¡lE ¡¡Jy¡¡vtJ¿ev r¡ave

the ability to adapt hls strategies to the unique character-

istics of the indivldual subject. The hypnotic experience

is a collaborative endeavour wherein the hypnotist guides the

subject and facilÍtates the development of hypnotic phenomena.

The subject nay or may not respond to the suggestions offered

by the hypnotist, Like most other fo¡ms of psychotherapy

the client participates actively in the process of new learn-

ing and growth. The utillzation approach is particularly

well suited for clinical work.

ThÍs utilization approach, wherein each
Patientf s individuality is carefully
êtudied, facilitated, and utilized is
one of the ways 'rclinicalñ hyplosis
is different lrour the standardized ap-
proaches of experimental and research
hypnosis as it- is usually conducted in
th-et laboratory. ft is in the clinicianrs
abÍtity to evâluate and utilize patientrs
uniqueiress together with the exigencies
of their ever-changing real-life situa-
tion that the most st¡iking hypnotic and
therapeutic results are often achieved'
The utilization approaches achieve their
results precisely- because they activate. 

.

and furt-her deveiop what is already within
the patient rather than attempting to
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impose something from the outside that
might be unsuit,áble f or the qatient I s
inðividuality. (Erickson and Rossit
L976, pp.2O-2L)

The goal of the therapist is to anplify natural inner

processes in a manner which facÍlitates therapeutic change.

Rather than i.mposing something from the outside, which may

be unsuitable to the individual client the Ericksonian tech-

nique nactivate and further develop what is already within

the patientfr. Erickson is one of the most innovative thera-

pists in recent historyr some have suggested he is the thera-

pistofthecentury.llltisnothyperboletostatethathis-
tory will demonstrate that what Freud contributed to the theory

of psychotherapy Erickson will be known as contributlng to

the practice of psychotherapyrr (/eig, 1980, p.xix). The

Ericksonian approach j.s more than a new technique or style of

clinical hypnosis it represents a new direction and orienta-

tion.
It should be noted that, most of the available evidence

on Ericksonrs work consists of single-case reporting andt

therefore, it is difficult to make broad-based empirical

statements regarding the effect of these innovations on the

efficacy of clinical hypnosis. This will likely change as

more clinicians adopt this st'yle of work and our ability to

accurately neasure altered states improves. It may prove

useful, for those interested in Erícksonrs style of inter-
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vention to outl,ine some of the readily availabLe written

materiat which focuses directly on ErÍckson and his thera-

peutic techniques. Because nany of these works are widely

cited throughout this report only the general nature or

orientation of the explication will be presented here.

2.5.L Interpretati-ons of Ericksonrs Work. There are

several interpretations of Ericksonfs work availabler each

emphasizing a dÍfferent aspect of his technique and style.

This reflects how wide ranging his therapeutlc innovation

and techniques were. Jay Ha1ey has taken an interactional

view, Jeffrey Zeig has gathered information and commented on

his teaching seminars, Bandler and Grinder have provided a

linguistic analysis and Ernest Rossi has provided a compre-

hensive articulation of Ericksonrs hypnotic communication tech-

niques. In addition, Stephen and Carol Lankton have done a

fairly thorough job of presenting a framework for Ericksonian

hypnotherapy. All of these authors have provided some insight

into how Erickson worked.

Jay Haley was one of the first to recognize Ericksonr s

originality and the kind of broad applications which were

possible in general- psychotherapy. He published a collection

of some of Ericksonr s best arüicles and an excellent conmentary

on Erickson and his therapeutic style (Haley, 1967), He sub-

sequently went further in terms of his analysis of Ericksonfs
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techniques calling it uncommon or rrstrategicil therapy

(Hatey, Lgn). ft was largely this work which brought

Erickson to the attention of nany other authors and thera-

pists. Haley's interpretation suggests that Erickson had

I'redefined hypnotic trance to apply not to the state of one

person but to a special type of interchange between two peoplerl

(pp.ZO-2I). This recognition thai Erickson had gone beyond

the traditional tfhypnotic rituall and had developed a manner

of comnunication and therapeutic technique which could have

broad application brought Ericksonfs work into national promi-

nence. Strategic therapy has evolved into a number of sophis-

ticated fanily and individual therapies. The model of therapy
J 
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logical theraPeutic stYle.

In strategic therapy the initiative i-s
largely tãken by the lherapist' He must
ideñtily solvable problems-, set goals'
design interventions to achieve these
goalã, examine the response -he receives
to correct his approach, and ultimately
examine the outcome of his therapy to
see if it has been effective. (Haleyt
rg7), p.17)

Bandler and Grinder (r975) have provided a linguistic

analysis of Ericksonfs hypnotic language patterns. They sug-

gest that Erickson's language patterns provide ways of struc-

turing sentences in which almost all specific information is

deLeted. This allows the hypnotic subject to interpret the

language in terms of their own content and subjective exPer-
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i, They suggest that this process distracts the domin-

¡emisphere and facititates trance induction. They also

ryide an analysis of the differing effects of verbal and

,on-verbal communication on the subjective experience of

rhe client (Grinder, Delozier, and Bandler, 1977). This

analysis of Ericksonrs work provided Bandler and Grinder with

the basis of rrneurolinguistic progranming" (Dittsr €t.â1. ,

rg80).

fn addition to their excellent work on the irnbedded

metaphor, ["ankton and Lankton (f983) provide a fair]y thorough

inventory of practical clinical techniques which may be useful

while working within an Ericksonian framework. the listing

of ',typical- Ericksonian featuresil provided below is an exanlPle

of their work.

1) indirection - the use of indirect
suggestions, binds, metaPhor, and
resource retrieval t

2) conscious/unconscious dissociation -
multiple leve1 communication, inter-
spersõI, double binds, multiPle
j¡nbedded met,aPhors t

)) utilization of the clientrs behavior -
liïÎ!. i"H:iTå;i':,i31 :l';F¿ "äilHi;",and strategic use of trance phenomena'
(p. 6)

Jeffrey Zeig (1980) provides a conplete five day trans-

cription of a workshop on clinical hypnosis given by Erickson'

Zeigrs commentary on Ericksonrs use of aneedotes is especially

useful. Erickson usually taught in an indÍrect manner and
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Zeigrs commentary and transcription is probably the best

source of this. In addition t Zeig (fggZ) has edited a volume

of the proceedings of the fnternational Congress held in

Ericksonrs honour in Decenber, 1980. This volume, entitled

Ericksonian APProaches to Hypnos is and Psychotherapv contains

a weal.th of useful information and should be considered as

accatrt ia'l r^e¡rìi no^9UUV¡.V*5¡

The most conprehensive elaboration of Erickson's hypnotic

technique is outlined in the work Erickson has done with

Ernest Rossi. This is the most complete articulation of

Ericksonfs work and is highly recommended. Rossi (fg8O) has

edited the rnost complete collection of Ericksonfs writÍngs

available and in addition coauthored a "triologyt' on Ericksonrs

techniques of clinical hypnosis (Erickson and Rossi, L976,

:-g7g, I98I). For the therapist interested in learning the

Ericksonian style of clinical hypnosls the collaborative work

done by Erickson and Rossi is the primary source

The rftriology', begins with Hypnotic Rgalities which in-

cludes a presentation of some of the ways in which Erickson

would evoke an altered state of consciousness. His methods

of franing suggestions and utilizing inner processes of his

clients is outlined in a clear and understandable manner'

Rossi has done excellent work in ter:ns of identifying patterns

and regularities in Ericksonrs hypnotic work. The explana-

tions are provided in concert with transcriptions of actual
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inductions. This is an excellent format as it joins theory

and practice. The book is accompanied by a tape of a baslc

Ericksonian induction and includes a brief description of

the techniques used. These methods will be outlined in more

detail in Chapter III of this report. !ypn$þgg. and

Experiencing Hypnosis are a continuation of the work begun

in the fir-sÈ bosk. The sixteen cases presented i-n rfHyÞno-

therapyr provide a practical basis for the discussion of

theoretical material. The final volume lExperiencing Hypnosisrr

discusses altered states and contains excellent explications

of catalepsy and ideomotor signalling. ft is accompanied by

a tape of ltThe Ocean Monarch Lecturert which is an excellent

exanple of Ericksonrs earlier style of engaging a professional

audience. These three books are the best vehicles for learning

Ericksonian hypnosis.

The Collected Papers o f Milton H. Erickson (Rossi (ed. ) '
1980) contaln I51 articles written by Erickson that span over

half a century of research and inquiry into hypnosis and

therapy. ft includes all of the articles contained in Haley

(f967) and many more. It includes the prinary sources on

utilization theory, Ínterspersal, confusion and pantomine

techniques, lnquiry into ideomotor resPonser and the whole

range of innovative therapeutic strategies which comprise

Ericksonian hypnotic interventions. Ericksonfs descriptive

style is always interesting and sometimes exceptional in
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üe¡rns of his ability to convey the nuances of individual

casework situations. The reader cannot help but notice the

patience and commitment which Erickson dlsplayed when he

described his elaborate planning and time investment into

individual clients. The rfCollected Papersil represent an

autobiographical history of the innovative interventions of

a naster Èherapist.

In summatÍon, different interpretations emphasize differ-
ent aspects of his work. For the therapist interested in under-

standing the specific techniques of Ericksonian hypnosis the

collaborative work by Erickson and Rossi is unequalled as an

info¡:r¡ation source. For the clinician interested in utiliz-
ing Ericksonrs therapeutic strategies in a more general format

Haleyrs (J973) exposition of uncommon or strategic therapy

is the best place to begin. Zeigrs (l-982) editorial work pro-

vides a useful background and is a good general source of

info¡mation. The other works cited can be used according to

individual interests.

2.5.2 Recommended ReadinE on Erícksonia n Anoroaches.

Rossi t E.R.(
(4 vots.
Volume I
Volume 2

Voh;me 3z

Volune bz

Erickson, M. H. t

ed ) The Collected Pa ers on Milton H. Erickson
New or rv ofl r)

a
a The Nature of HypnosÍs and Suggest

Hypnotic Alteration of Sensoryr Pe
and Psychophysiological Processes
Hypnotic Investigation of Psychodynamic
Processes
fnnovat ive HypnotheraPY

S. I. Hypnotic

ion
rceptual

ci

{ffigqø?ó*ãâs!¡R3

tfl

s}¡ ;Ìr,Í¡";,:'ic'i;å

/,f¿:;;,t,q ïr\lt'
@-&*ó.d!*,r*aeqreã\¿

Real I 1es.
and Rossi, E. L., and Rossi,
New York: Irvington, 1976,
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Erickson, M. H.,
Casebook.

Rossi, E. L.
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Erickson , !1. H. and Rossir E Ex r].encr-n SIS
Thera eutic A oache ere a ES ew ork:
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Haley , J. (ed. ). Advanced Techni ues of H nosis and Thera
Selected Pa rso on c son ew or
rune an ra oft I

Haley, Jay. Uncommon Ther . New Tork: ttl, ï1. Norton , L973,

ZeLg, J. K . Teaching Seminar with lvlilton H. Erickson, M.D.
New York: Brunner/Mazelr 1980.

s
L.
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Zeig, J
N

Bandler
o

. K. Erickson Approaches to_llypnoqis and Psychotherapy.
ewTor@T982,
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PubIicátions, L975.

Lankton, S. and Lankton, C. The Answer within A Clinical
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CHAPTER III
ERICKSONIAN APPROACHES: A CLINTCAL MODEL

Trance induction is not a standardized
process that can be applied in the -sane
way to everyone. there is no method
or technique that always works with
everyone or even with the sa¡ne Person
on different occasions. Because of
this we speak of ttapproachesft to trance
experience. We thereby emphasize that
we have many means of facilitatitgt
guidingr or teaching how one might be
led to experience the state of receptiv-
ity that we call therapeutic trance.
(níictcson and Ross i , 1979 ' p. 3 )

3 1 Introduction

This chapter presents a clinicaÌ nodel of Ericksonian

hypnosis which revol-ves around three basic clinical principles:

1) Pace and then lead, 2) Distract and utilize dominant hem-

isphere, and 3) Access the non-dominant hemisphere (Bandler

and Grinder, I975, p.2l+7). However, before proceeding directly

with a detailed presentation of these principles r it is neces-

sary, both practically and theoreticallyr to develop a basic

understanding of Ericksonrs general t'therapeutic posturef'.

) 2 Ericlisonrs Therapeutic Posture

For those who wish to develop an rrin-depthr understanding

of Ericksonrs attitudinal framework, Lankton and Lankton (1981t

pp.IL-Z/) and Haley (1967, pp.fil+-)g) are excellent sources

and are recommendeä. However, for the purposes of this re-

b3
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port something more concise is in order. This author has

chosen to emphasis two foundational concePts. If the essence

of these two concepts is understoodr and they are integrated

into clinical practice simultaneouslyr many other I'Ericksonian

techniquesr will manifest naturally. 1o understand the

Ericksonian therapeutic posture, ít is necessary to develop

a practical and intuitive understanding of the following two

principles:
r) The Utilization A roach

their results pre
7.4 onapp

ci
roac
sely

eu
activate and further dev

2) A Strate ic Orientation
now ou come you want

2

already within the Patient rather
than attempting to impose sonething
from the outside which may be unsuit-
able fcr the patientrs individuality.
(Eri ekson anci- Ross i, L976, PP .2O-2L)

s achieve
ecause they
lop what is

e
b
e

have the behavioral flexibility to
vary what you are doing to get the
outcome

3)have the sensory experience to know
when yourve got the resPonse that
you want.

(Giinoer ano Bandrer' 1981, p.201)

Qnce these foundational principles are integrated into

the overall approach to therapy, many of the seerningly un-

related Ericksonian techniques begin to make Sense. For

instance, by definition the process of "utilizationrr necessi-

tates going to the clientrs model of the world and clarifies

the reason for approaching clients with the idea that people

operate out of the ir own internal maps and not out of sensorY
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experience. The process of utilization also necessitates

that we observg carefully and keeP in mind that the explanation,

theorvr or metaphor used to relate facts about a person is not

the person. fn addition, because of the inportance of rrutiliz-

ing resistancer we recognize all pre{tctable patterns of
behavior and realize that rfa Derson cannot Nof cor^ t\\r].rlC lrÉ.

The ilstrategic orÍentationrr assumes that we adapt the

intervention to the situation at hand. Therefore there is

no rieht technique and it is necessa ry to allow ourselves

freedom to manoeuvre. The nature of the strate gic orientation

necessitates that we take responsibility for directly influenc-

ing the client and again, Iearn to recognlze patterns or reAu-

larities of behavior", The real challenge of both the strategic

orientation and the utilization approach is to use them as a

basis for adapting our own skills to the unique characteristics

of the client situation.
One of the inportant things to remember
about technique is your willingness to learn
this technique and that technique and then
to recognize that yot¡r as an individual
personality, are quite different from any
of your teachers who taught you a particular
technique. You need to extract from the
various techniques the particular elements
thab allow you to express yourself as a
personality. The next important thing
about a technique 1s your awareness of
the fact that every patient who comes in
to you represents a different personalityt
a different attitude' a different back-
ground of experience. Iour approach to
hin must be ln terms of hin as a Person
with a particular frame of reference for
that day and the imnediate situation.
(nri.ctsôn cited in Haley , 1967, pp. 53b-75)
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3.) Hemispherlc Asymmetry as a Cli4!qa1 Model

The purpose here is to provide a straight-forward

presentation of some of the clinical strategies which may

be applicable during Ericksonian trance inductlon and utiLiza-
tion. It is hoped that the use of hemispheric asymmetry as

a clinical model will highlight the process which is inherent

in Ericksonian hypnosis. The nature of the ut'ilization ap-

proach is such that there are necessarily an unlimited number

of strategies available - as many strategies as there are

unique individual situations. Rather than attenpting to pro-

vide a comprehensive listing of avail-able strategies, which

have been well documented elsewhere (Erickson and Rossi, 19?6¡

1979¡ 1981) ttre focus here is on the presentation of basic

Ericksonian approaches which may be generalized and adapted

if the general process is understood. ff one observes care-

fu1ly patterns begin to emerge.

Bandler and Grinder (I975) spent considerable time care-

fully observÍng Erickson's work. They identified three prin-

ciples which can serve as a process model for Ericksonian

trance induction and utilization. Each of these principles

will be discussed in relation to specific clinical strategies.

1. Pace and then lead.

2. Distract and utilize dominant hemisphere.

). Access the non-dominant henisphere. (Bandler and

Grinderr l975, P.2l+7)
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The most important aspect of these principJ-es is the

emphasis on hemispheric asFnr¡etry. The use of the bfunodal

functioning of the brain as an organizing principle for under-

standing the hypnotic process has a number of advantages. It
allows us an added perspective in that we can view Ericksonian

strategies in relation to the knowledge we have regarding bi-
modal functioning. There is, of course, a growing body of

research which points to the asymnetry of functions of the

cerebral hemispheres (Dimond, L972; Dimond and Bear¡nont, I97l+;

Galin, 1974¡ Galin and Ornstein, 1975i Qazzaniga' ISTO;

Gazzaniga and LeDoux, L97È; Gordon, I97l+; Hilgard' 1977;

Kimura, L97)). A summation of the relevant literature regard-

ing the asytnmetry of hemispheric functions is presented in

Figure 1 (from Carter, Elkins, and Kraft, 1982' p.206).

Figure I
LATERALIZED }TEMISPHERIC FUNCÎIONS

Left (Dominant)
Henisphere

Right (Non-Doninant)
Hemisohere

Speech and Language
(Expressive)

Syntax
Phonemic Analysis
Sequential Auditory fnformation
Rhythn and Tempo
Reading, !{riting, Arithmet'ic
Digltal Communication

Holistic Analysis

Patterns
Part/trithole Percept j-ons
Tone
Melody
Environmental Sounds
Visualization
fnterpretation of Special

classes of language
such as metaphor,
nuance cliche
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These functions will be used as a theoretical backdrop for
the presentation of Ericksonlan clinical strategies.

ft is important to distinguish right from the onset,

the difference between Ericksonj.an strategies and the para-

digms which can be used to explain them. The sâme strategies

nay be presented without reference to biomodal functioning.

For instance, Stephan Giltigan (fgBZ) has provided a sunmation

of three basic Ericksonian strategies:

1. Secure and maintain the subjects attentional

absorption.

2. Access and develop unconscious processes (associa-

tional strategies).

). Face and Distract conscious processeG (dissocia*

tional strategies).

The important point here is that the use of bimodal functioning

as a theoretical backdrop is useful and interesting but not

essential. From a clinical perspective it is relatively un-

important whether the strategies are explained in terms of
frassociationalrr and trdissOCiationaltr functions Or rrdominantt'

and t'non-dominantÍ henispheric differences. The techniques

presented here witl be explained mainly in te¡rns of henispheric

dominance. This is clinically useful in that it provides a

working model which indicates how Ericksonian strategies may

be applied most effectively.
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).4 Pacine and Lead tns

Pacing is essentially a process wherein the hypnotist

feeds back to the client behaviors which have been observed'

Bandler and Grinder use the nodel of a ftbiofeedback loopl' to

clarify the nature of this process. Thus the hypnotist becomes

cI ient 's
""":,:fi:"'

therapist's
input channel

I

theÍapist's
input channel out t channel

(Bandler and Grinder, 1975' P.17)

a sophistiôated biofeedback mechanism. the prinary modality

for providing the feedback will be the hypnotistrs ability

to recognize and verbally match the clientrs ongoing exper-

ience. However, other modalities such as bodily posture and

movement, or tonality and tempo are also effective. This

process facilitates the ability of the hypnotist to üsecure

and maintain the subJectrs attentional absorptionrr which as

Gilligan has pointed out, is a first step in the induction

process. The rbiofeedback looprf can thus be understood as a

means to securing and maintaining the subjectrs attentional
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absorption. Once this is accoruplished the hypnotist can

direct the attention in a manner which can evoke rfunconscioustl

processes in accordance with therapeutic goals.

The biofeedback model also demonstrates the primary

importance of observation in Ericksonian hypnosis. The ongoing

process of accurate and close observation necessarily precedes

accurate and appropriaÈe feedback. lile must firsi obse¡-ve and

then ilfeedbackil our observations. The recognition of invar-

iants and correlations in human beh4vior is an important aspect

of observation. It is very useful, for instance to know that

given a certain stimulus a certain behavior will follow. These

regUlarities can be used to shape "hypnotÍct' phenomena and be-

havior. The awareness of EPontaneous ideomotor sÍgnalling is

another important aspect of observation (see Erickson and

Rossi, 1981). Thus the recognition of the often rrunconsciousrt

and almost imperceptible nodding (rryesrr) or shaking (rr¡en) of

the head can provide lnforrnation which verbal exchanges will

not. Ericksonrs ability to observe detail is lengendary and

provides an irnportant clue as to his success as a therapist.

He considered rrobservationrr to be the most important aspect

of early hypnotic training (Erickson and Rossi, 1976, p.15).

The pacing process begins from the perceived and exper-

ienced reality of the client. This reflects a fundamental

concept of the utilizalgion approach which is mgoing to the
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clientf s model of the worldr'. The recognition of the pri-mary

sensory orientation of the cl-ient (i.e. visual, auditory,

kinesthetic) may be useful in terrus of providing feedback

which reflects the clientf s perspectÍve or t'model of the

worldf'. This can be identified (i.e. by noting the predicates

used) and then reflected during the ongoÍng feedback process.

Bandler and Grinder have used their experience in close obser-

vation and pacing as the basis for rrneurolinguistic programmingil

(Dltts et â1, 1980). The main point here is that some c1íents

nay be primarily visual in their orientation while others may

be auditory or kinesthetic. These are factors in the clientr-e

overall model of the worLd and should be utillzed as part of

the feedback/packing process with other observed aspects of

the clientrs unique individuality.
Once the pacing or 'fmatchingtr process is established the

way is opened for r'leadingr'. Matching (or pacing) and leadlng

the breathing process provides a good example and is an effec-

tive technique.

Matching builds rapporü and is the basis
for leading someone into an altered state.
Tou can match any of the personrs be-
havioral output. Itrs particularly use-
ful to match something like breathing
rate which is always occurring, but is
something the person isnrt like1y to be
conscious of. If you match breathing
rate with your speech tempor you ean
sinply slow down the rate of your speech
and the other person's breathing will
become slower.
(Grinder and Bandler, 1981, p.)3)



Thus the first step 1s to natch behavior (i.e. breathing pat-

tern, primary Sensory orientation¡ etc. ) and then rleadrr the

client to a therapeutically desirable state. Once the at-

tentual absorption of the cfient has been ruaintained and

secured the attention can gradually be directed towards thera-

peutically desirable states.

The principles of ilpacing and leadingil may take place

almost sir¡ultaneously in hypnotic communication. Consider

this sentence:

As you breath deepl
find yourself becom

As you breath deepl
and settle into the
chair

52

y and settLe into the chair You may
ing drowsy

v You nay find
yourself
beconing drowsy

desired
behavior

is linkêd wlt,hirnnedlately
verifiable

Thus pacing (irnmediately verifiable) is lÍnked with leading

(desired behavior). The rapport established during the pacing

process opens the way for therapeutic suggestions.

3.5 Distract Dom inant Hemisphere

We live and act in accordance with learned limitations

and notions of what is possible - we do not utilize our full

potential. Erickson recognized this and utilized therapeutic

trance es a means of facilitating new learning and growth.

ïte are interested in that therapeutic
aspect of trance wherein the Iimitations
of'one's'usual conscious sets and belief
systems are temporarily altered so that
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one can be receptive to an exPerience
of other patterns of association and
modes of mental functioning.
(Erickson and Rossi, L976'-P.20)

Given that one of the purposes of therapeutic trance is to

cÍrcumvent our limiting habituat patterns of belief and func-

tioning it is not surprising the rrdepotentiating conscious

setsrr is a cornerstone of Ericksonian hypnosis.

The orderly, rational, abstract, and directing dominant

hemisphere can be understood as a source of nany of these

self-imposed limitations. Thus the ability on the part of the

hypnotist to ndistract the dominant hemispherel can facilitate

trance inductlon and the development of hypnotic phenomena.

ft is as if an old outdated guard at the gate must be dis-

tracted or temporarf-Iy confused so that new irrfo¡'ntatiutr can

be communicated to those inside the castle. The purpose of

this distraction, overloading, or confusion is to depotentiate

conscious beliefs and open the way for therapeutic suggestion.

Teitelbaum (l-965) stated the sa¡ne general principle in a dif-

ferent way.

ïIhen the nind is concentrated on one
particular matter, suggestions received
i'¡nicn are not rel'ated to that particular
natter are not subjected as much to the
reasoning Process and they are trans-
mitted mõrè readily to the subconscious.
(p.15)

Thus one of the central tasks of the hypnotist is to distract t

confuse I or' overloäd rrthe dominant henisphererr in order to
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open the way for other nental mechanisms and processes. rIn

understanding this technique it nay be welL to keep in rnind

the pattern of the magician which is not intended to inforn

but to distract so that his purposes may be accomplishedrr

(Erickson, in Haley, 1967, p.)93).

The question for the hypnotist becomes how to effectively

achieve this temporary suspension of conscious belief sets.

Although shock, surprise, and boredom may a1l be utiliøed

effectively in some situations it is distraction, overloadingt

and particularly confusion which are most common. In fact

Erickson has stated that confusion of some kind is essential

to trance induction and offers the following fl-ow diagram of

trance induction.

DT}4MING OF OUTER REALITY

I
CONFUSION

I
RECEPTIVITT TO CLARTFYING SUGGESTTONS

I
ORKTRANCE I'I PROPER

(Erickson and Rossi, L976t
p. 197 )

ft should be noted that rf confusionrr often includes distraction,

overloading, shock, surprise and elements of other methods of

¡distractlng the dominant hemispher€il. Once we have understood

the purpose and importance of confusion in the process of de-
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potentiating the dominant henisphere some of the myriad of

techniques begin to make sense.

Bandler and Grinder (l-975) identified a number of ways

in which language can be used to distract the dominant hemis-

phere. They suggest that by skillfully deleting portions of

the fulI lÍnguistic Presentation, Processes are evoked (fn

the dominant hemisphere) whieh mflll in the blanksil or ascribe

meaning to these Íncomplete language fotms. By evoking these

processes the dominant hemisphere is distracted. A number of

these language forms presented to the subject in succession

can roverloadl the dominant hemisphere and create sufficlent

distraction to allow other processes and associations to pro-

ceed uninpeded by the typical limiting aspects of the dominant

henisphere. The keyword here is f'distractionrf - the working

hypothesis is that, if the dominant hemisphere is engaged in

attempting to ascribe meaning to incomplete langUage for"ms it

is less likely to screen and evaluate or reject other sugges-

tions which are presented simultaneously. The dominant henis-

phere is thus I'distractedm because it is required to fil-t in

meaning and specification.
One of the vfays this kind of distraction is described

in linguistlc tetms is that a rrtransderivational searchrr is

activated by certain kinds of langUage and communication. A

transderivational search can be understood, within this con-

textr âs a'search for meaning. Bandler and Grinder (1975)



A sentence with a noun Phrase with a
genèialized referential- index allows the
õtient fuII assessing and activating
of the transderÍvatÍonal search processes'
This Ís accomplished simply by using
noun phrases i¡ith no referential index
in thä world of the clients experience'
(Bandler and Grinder, L975, P'J-57 )

The general idea here is that if the language used (in this

cause noun phrases) is sufficiently generalized and non specific

the cÌient wiII automatically initiate a process to ascribe

meaning. ConsÍder these specific ( ! ) examples:
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have identified a number of language patterns which nay

utilize to activate these processes. Sone conmon examples of

forms u-sefuI for hypnosis are presented below.

Generaliz ed Referential Index

Certa in sensations in your hand will
increase
You will become eware o f that specific
memorY
ñõ5'ffi knows for sure
itffi can be comfortabre while reading
this sentence.

All of the above are examples of communications with genera-

lized referential indices. Because there is no specific index

this actlvates a rrtransderivational searchrr (thus distractlng

the dominant hemisphere) and allows the client to fully supply

the index most relevant frcm his own experience.

Nominalizat ion

A nominalization has been described as the linguistlc

representation of a process by an event. This often occurs

with a deletion of some referentlal index and also activates
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transderivat ional search.

The satisfaction
unconscious mind
'I'ne awareness o f

allowing your
communicate

e feeling of the

of
to
rh

chai r
The depths of the trance state
Hearînf the impossI5ñEE!ãïïIy
The utter comfort of knoîGlÉffind
clarity
As the presence of relaxation and
curios ity. (p.1 62)-

Note how many noninalizations may be included in a single

sentence 1n addition to a generallzed referential indices.

It is this compounding of incomplete language forms which can

progressively overload, distract, and eventually confuse the

dominant hemisphere.

Ambiguity

Anbiguity may be understood as the experience that people

have with sentences that can mean more than one thing. Consider

this sentence:

Investigating FBI agent can be dangerous

a) FBI agents who are conducting investi-
gatioñs can be dangerous for someone

or
b) :$ ;:*å3î;"13":";:":åfi:::":" ?fiiiå!r

Ambiguity is created when more than one meaning can be ascribed

to a particular language pattern. Note the similarity between

generalized referentlal index, nominalization, and anbiguity -
in order to achieve clarity of all of them require further

processing (1.e. search for meaning, transderivational search).
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This effectively distracts the dominant hemisphere.

specific language patterns, such as the oners cited

above, are useful and 1t is worthwhile to have a ready work-

ing knowledge of how they can be used most effectively. How-

ever, they are best understood in relation to the confusion

technique. Once this is understood the therapist can develop

his own style of language patterns. Consider Ericksonfs own

rather awesome explication of this technique:

A primary consideration in the use of
thè Confúsion Technique is the con*'is-
tent maintenance of a general casual
but definitely interested attitude and
speaking in a gravely earnest intent
manner èxpressive of certainr utterly
complete, expectation of their understand-
ing'of wÍrat is being sqig or.done together
wiõh an extremely cãreft¡l shifting of
the tenses employeC. AIso of great i-m-
portance is a ready lloy of languag9'
rapid for the fast thinker, slower for
thè slower-minded but always being care-
ful to give a little time for e response
but nevõr quite sufficient' Thus the
subject is -Ied almost to begin, a responset
is irustrated in this by then being pre-
sented with the next idea, and the whole
process is repeated with a continued
ãevelopment ol a state of lnhibition,
leadinþ to confusion and a gr-owing. need
to recãive a clear cut comprehensible
communication to which he may make a
readY and full resPonse
igrlät ãon, cite¿ iir Halev, L967 ' p.130)

It is worth noting that the confusion technique and specific

Ianguage forus can and should be adapted to the unique charac-

teristics of the individual client and situation. The fact

that these methods may be used in a conversational context
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indicat,e both the potential power of the techniques and the

need for professional judgnent in their utilization.
There arer of course, other techniques which minimize

the interference of the doninant hemisphere. An excellent

example is Ericksonrs emphasis on rrnot doing, not knowingr'.

Erickson and Rossi (1976) note that rrmost hypnotic phenomena

can be experÍenced simply by relaxing to the point where we

simply give up our patterns of control and sel-f-directionrf

1p.21+). Thus the client is often instructed early in the in-

duction process to rrrelax and let things happenr'.

ft comes as a pleasant surprise when they
relax and find that associations r sensa-
tionsr perceptionsr movementsr and mental
mechanièms cán proceeC quite on their own.
This autonomous flow of undirected exper-
ience is a si-nple way öf deflning trance.
(P.23 )

This allows the cllent to have an exPerience wherein he does

not have to control, evaluate, or direct his functioning andt

implicit in this is the relaxing of the controls usually as-

sociated with the dominant hemisphere.

The use of double bind questions is another method which

Erickson uses t,o minimize the interference of the dominant hem-

isphere. Consider these examPles:

VIiII your right hand or your left hand
begin-to feel light first? 0r w111 they
bo[h feel that lightness at the same
time? tt¡ilI your right hand move or lift
or shift to the side or Press down first?
Or wilL it be Your left hand?
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These questions allow client-c to use their consciousness

(i.e. dominant hemisphere) to malntain some control. This

approach is particularly suitable for anxious r tense subjects

because it allows them to facilitate the recognition of the

suggested phenomena. Time (now or later) and consciousness

(conscious or unconscious) are conmon themes and often provide

the limited alternatives implieit in double bind questions.

0f course, all of the alternatives facilitate an approach

towards a desired outcone.

A number of clinical techniques designed to distract the

dominant hernisphere have been presented. The use of language

fo¡ms such as the generalized referential index, nominaliza-

r techni ues such as

rrnot knowing, not doingr or double bind questions are good

examples of hypnotic communication. There are many other

examples - as many as there are individual clients and situa-

tions. ft is part of the artistry of individual therapy to

design and adapt technique in accordance with the unique

characteristics of individual clients. The conbination of

techniques which evokes the desired outcome is the right

nethod for that client and situation.

A successful clinical hypnotic experience
then, is one in which trance alters
habiúual attitudes and modes of function-
ing so that careful"ly fortul?!9d hypnotic
suËeestions can evoke and utilize other
p.ttett= of association and potentials
i'ritt¡in the patient to implement thera-
oeuti.c goa1s.
TÈri.x"õn and Rossi, L976' P.20)
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A prinary clinical task in Ericksonian hypnosis is to develop

the abllity to observe the client carefully and recognize

when the desired outcome is being achieved. The right tech-

nique is the one which evokes the desired outcome.

3.6 Accessing the Non-Dominant Hemisphere

The purpose of distracting the dominant hemisphere is

to open the way for unobstructed access to those mental mechan-

isms commonJ-y ilassociatedil with the right hemisphere. Exper-

iences of trance, reverie, and drea¡n are aII characteristics

of non-dominant henispherlc functioning (Erickson and Rossi,

1976, p,277) and the ability to evoke these mechanisms is ob-

viously fundamental to hypnotic work. The removal of the

blocks presented by the dominant henisphere facilitates bhe

ability of the hypnotist to begin accessing the mechanisms of

the non-dominant hemisphere. One of the ways these mechanisms

have been described is in terts of the rrreceptive modeil of

right-brain functioning (Deikrnan, ]-97l-; Ornstein, 1972). The

receptive mode is organized around intake of the environment

rather than its manipulation - one allows things to happen

rather than naking them happen. Thus by evoking the mechan-

isms of the non-doninant hemisphere we are facilltating a dif-

ferent quality of mental functioning. Frornn (L979) suggests

an interesting explanation of the role of focussed attention

in thls processs
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I suspect that ego receptivityr prinary
process, fantasyr imagery, and unfocused
free-floating attention are produced by
the right hemisphere of the brain; ego
activity, secondary processr reality
orientation, and concpptualization by
the left hemisphere. Depending on
whether it is reality orientated or not,
focused attention can probably be produced
either by the right hemisphere (e.S. the
focused attention in hypnosis that shuts
out the reality orientation) or by the
left hemispherô (e.g. the attention the
construction worker pays to lowering a
heavy steel girder into just exactly the
right spot). (Fronm, L979r P.102)

The idea that focused attention can function within the con-

text of either right or left brain mental mechanisms has clear

implications for understanding the process of clinical hypnosis.

Once the hypnotist has managed to rrsecure and maintain the

subjectrs attentional absorptionrr and the interference of the

dominant hemisphere has been rninimized; attention may be dir-

ected in a manner which gradually evokes non-dominant processes.

This gradual movement into non-dominant processes r once begunt

may well be faciLitated by a natural tendency of the brain

to primarily utilize one hemisphere at a gÍven time. r'As

if to reduce the interference between the two conflicting

modes of operation of its two cerebral hemispheres ' the brain

tends to turn off its unused side in a given situationt
(Ornstein, 1972, p.62; also see Gal-in and Ornstein, 1975) -

This natural transition could well appear as rrspontaneousrl

movement into a lthypnotic trancef'. There are a number of
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clinicat techniques which facilitate this transition.

The use of visual imagery is probably the most co¡nmon

method of accessing the non-dominant henisphere. Visual

irnagery in some form is an integral part of most standardized

induction processes. The technique of t'painting word picturesf'

is also co¡nmon (i.e. heavy as a lead weight' rigid as an iron

bar, etc. ) and the effectiveness may ber ât least partially

due to the fact that it necessitates a shift away from the

verbal, rational and logical parameters of the left hemisphere.

The use of imagery, of rrseeing with the míndrs eye" is a

straightforward and reliable nethod of accessing the non-

d,ominant hemisphere. It is hardly surprising that Josephine

Hilgard (1979) has noted that important correlations may be

drawn between the iraagination and hypnotic susceptibility.

The utÍlization of this right brain function is a powerful

clinical tool for hypnosis and overall truman growth.

The process of receptivity which has been associated

with the non-dominant hemisphere (i.e. receptive mode) can

be facilitated by clinical technique. For example Erickson

often evoked an rrearly learning setl. Consider this trans-

cription of part of a conversational induction:

Ïfhen you first went to kindergartent
grade- school, this matter of learning
Ietters and numerals seemed to be a
big insurmountable task. To recognize
thã letter A to teII a Q from an 0 was
very, veiY, difficult. And then too'
script and print were so different.
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But you learned to form a mental
image of sone kind. You didnft know
it at the time but it was a Perma-
nent mental image.
(Erickson and Rõssi, 1976r pP.6-7)

This seemingly innocuous phrasing is utilizing several hypnotic

strategies. The reference to kindergarten clearly suggests re-

gression and initiates an inner search for memories of that

time. fn addition the specific reference to the difference

between the letters 0 and Q (etc. ) will evoke images of those

letters withln the client. This will effectively evoke the

non-dominant hemisphere as the primary source of this klnd of

activity. Note that the technique which evokes the rrimageryrt

is rrinterspersedf' within the conversation. The fact that an

I'ear1y learning setrr is also being evoked (i.e. increased

receptivity) is another advantage which can be generalized

to the nnew learningr inherent in the induction process. Thus

the use of imagery is combined with other hypnotic forms to

create a multi-faceted approach to trance induction and non-

dominant hemispherlc functioning.

Although the left brain is clearly doninant in te¡ms of

language forms there is by no means an absolute split in

functioning. Gardner (l-975) notes the ability of patients

with serious left-hemispheric dysfunctions to process certain

kinds of language Patterns.
The fact that totally aphasic patients
can recite well known verses r sing
simple familiar songs, and emit curse
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words suggests the presence of whole
auditory Gestalts in the right hemis-
phere, pafricularly in view of the
lact that such patients cannot recite
verses or sing songs unless they start
at the beginning. (pP.329-330

The nain point to be made here is that it would appear that

the non-dominant hemisphere may automatically process certain

types of nsimplef' language forms. One could speculate that

this could account for the reported success of the frdual in-

duction methodf' (Bandler and Grinder, L975), wherein different

langUage patterns are Presented simultaneously in both ears.

fn this rtdual inductÍon method complex distracting patterns

are presented to the domlnant hemisphere (via contralateral

ear) while at the sane time sirnple childlike phrases or two

wor utterances are prese e

(via the contralateral ear). Gardner also noted that certain

nusical tasks (i.e. melody) appear to be processed by the right

brain. Both Erickson (in Haley, 1967, P.30) and Bandler and

Grinder (L975, p,)-92) have reported successful use of the

recollection of metody as a means of trance induction. Both

the use of melody and the dual induction method are ínteresting

strategies worthy of further study - however, the irnportant

point in terms of clinical work is that the non-dominant

hemisphere appears to process certain kinds of language. ft

also appears that the manner in which language is processed

may be quite different: "lrlhile the right hemisphere does under-
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stand simple spoken words, it must gain meaning from the

whole sound of the word and not from its phonenic elementsrr

(Gazzaniga and LeDoux, 1978' p.85).

This tendency of the right brain to process special

kinds of langUage forms may explain the efficacy of nanalogic-

ally markingrr certaj.n parts of connunication with a shift in

voice locus and/or body language (Grinder and BanùLer, 1981'

p.ó3). This is a factor used in Ericksonfs fnterspersal

Technique 'twherein subject matter of interest to a particular

patient is utilized as a general context to fixate conscious

attention while interspersed suggestions are received for

their effects on an unconscious levelfr (Erickson and Rossi,

1976, p.226). Another way of saying this is that the non-

dominant hemisphere will onty Process language forms which

are emphasized by a change 1n voice locus/or body language.

Thus the hypnotist can communicate on two levels - selecting

portions within the conversational context for ranalogical

markingtf. this kind of enphasis can increase the inpact of

many communication forms such as imbedded commands or ques-

tions (See Bandler and Grinder, I975r PP.237'l+O). It is es-

pecially important to recognize that this receptivity and

processing of the non-dominant hemisphere will take place

outside of the conscious awareness of the subject. Thus r€-

sistance to suggestions may be circumvented. This is especially

effective when the relatively uncomplicated and rranalogically
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markedm suggestions are interspersed with more distracting

language forsrs and techniques. It ls through the cumulative

effect of these techniques that the most remarkable results

wi].l be achieved.

The use of metaphor or analogy are also typical Erick-

sonian strategies for shifting mental processes away from the

verbaf, rational, and logieal and towards the non-dominant

henisphere. The use of metaphor effectively distracts the

dominant hemisphere and developsr often through the use of

imagery, the kind of holistic understanding which is often

associated with the non-do¡linant hemisphere. Erickson and

Rossi (L976) provide an excellent su¡nmary of the ways in which

the use Of netaphor and analogy as communication for"ns can

facilitate trance develoPment.

This kind of communication can be
explained as communication on two levelsl
thã conscious and the unconscious. The
logic of an analogy can appeal to the
coñscious mind and break through some of
its limiting sets. ÏIhen the analogy
also refers to deeply engrained (automatic
and therefore func-tiónally unconscious)
associations, mental mechanisms, and
learned patterns of behavior, it tends to
activate- these internal responses and
make them available for problem-solvÍng.
Suggestions made by analogy are thus ?poüãrful and indirèct twofold approach
ttrat nediates between conscious and un-
conscious. Appropriate analogies PPPeal
to the consciõirs minA because of their
inherent Ínterest while nobilÍzing the
resources of the unconscious by many pro-
cesses of association.
(Erickson and Rossi, I976, P.225)
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In addition it is worth noting that metaphoric communication

forms often omits a referential index thus distracting the

dominant hemisphere while at the sa¡ne time evoking non-dominant

hemispheric processes by cornmunicating in symbolic images. fn

additÍon it is possible to utilize synrbolic inages as a vehicle

to evoking right-brain processes while at the sane time

¡analogically markingil phrases which are therapeutically use-

ful. ft is hardly surprising that Erickson often communicated

in this manner.

Psychological implication is another tool which can be

used to evoke a desired response. fn every psychological

implication there is a direction Ínltiatly structured by the

therapist and a response created by bhe client.

If you sit down, then you can go into trance.
Befóre you go into. trance you ought to be
comfortable. 1P.60)

the theraptst provides the stj-mulus it 1s the activity of

the clientfs own associations and mental processes that create

the hypnotic experience. Combined with positive expectancyt

close observation, and distracting connunication forms,

psychological implication becomes an effective clinical tool.

Psychotogical implication is a kgy
t,hât, automatically turns the tumblers
of a patientrs associative pr-ocesses
into þredictable patterns withcut aware-
ness ôf how it happened. The irnplied
thought or resPonse seems to come up
autonomouslY within Patients.(Eri"t ron air¿ Rossi; 1976, P.59)
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The use of open-ended suggestions, partial remarks, and

dangling phrases may also be utilized to evoke rlght-brain

functioning. When a client experiences an unfinished phrase

or remark the tendency is for the client to complete the

Sentence or phrase in accordance with his/her experience.

This requires holistic analysis which is a right brain process.

The same principle also applies to open-ended suggestlons.

Tou phrase your suggestions in such a
mannèr that-the patientrs or+rn unconscious
can select just what experience is most
appropriate at that time.
(biic^t<son and Rossi, L976' p. 58)

simple secret of the effective-
pprôach: he offers suggestions
ded manner that admits many
of response as accePtable.

re of-fe¡'ed in such a manner
onse the patient makes can
s a valid hypnotic Phenomena.

ft is the client who is utilizing the suggestions in terms of

the content of hisr/her ov¡n experience. The role of the hypno-

tist is that of a guide and benevolent teacher who acts as a

catalyst to evoke the clientrs own natural mentaL processes.

3.7 Surun arY

1. Pace and tead; secure and maintain the subjectfs

attent Íonal absorPt ion.

2, Distract donlnant hemisPhere.

). Access or'evoke right brain processes'

I¡tle witness a
ness of his a
in an open-en
possibilities
Suggestlons a
that any resp
be accepted a
qp.27)
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These three principles are three parts of one continuous

process. Once the hypnotist has secured and maintained t'he

subjectrs attentional absorption he can begin to direct this

attentional absorption in the direction of right brain function-

ing. This can be done simply by evoking right brain processes

techniques such as visualization, communicating in metaphort

I'anaJ,ogically markingrr phrases, and whatever strategies

facititate an increase in the number and intensity of non-

dominant processes.

LEFT BRAÏN RIGHT BRATN

Verbal
Logical
Analysis

VisualÍzation
Receptive Mode
Trance, Reverie
Holistlc Analysis

Attentional Absorption
of Client is Directed Towards

Right Brain Processes

At some point in the course of this process the rÍght brain

will become the natural and imnediate focus of the clientrs

awareness, while the Left brain being relatively unused will

fade Ínto the background. r'As if to reduce the interference

between the two confLicting modes of operation of its two

cerebral hemispheres the brain tends to turn off its unused

side in a given situationr' (Qrnstein, I97?; Galin and Ornstein,

L9?5). During this process the cli.entrs attentional absorption

will become more and more involved in experiencing the right

brain processes under the active guidance of the hypnotist.
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The combined process of directing the attentional ab-

sorption of the client, distracting the interference of the

doninant hemisphere, and evoking the associations of the non-

dominant hemisphere is a sophisticated and effective nethod

of gulding the client beyond haphazard linÍted belief systens

and towards the utilízat ion of fulI potential. Although we

continue to llame this process as hypnosis it is nothing less

than the active Ínvestigation and utilization of our own poten-

tlal. Why should we continue to live utilizing only half of

our own natural mental mechanisms? The study of hypnosis

includes the study of how to access and utilize the natural

processes which we have allowed to lay dormant.

The art of the hypnotheraplst is in help-
ing patients reaòh an understanding_!h?t
will- heLp them give up some of the Limita-
tions of- their common everyday world view
so that they can achieve a state of re-
ceptivity tô the new and creative wlthin
themselves.
(Erickson and Rossi, 1979, P.3)
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CHAPTER ÏV

THE PRACT]CUM EXPERTENCE

4.I fntroduction

The clinical work for the practicum took place at the

Psychological Service Centre, University of Manitoba between

september, L982 and Apri}, 1983. A total of I) cl-ients were

seen; 11 individuals and one dyad. Referrals were obtained

from the general student body, University Counselling Services,

and St. Boniface Hospital. The duration of the therapy ranged

from 2 weeks to 6 months in accordance with the nature and

severity of the presenting problem.

In addition to the ongoing practicum work, the author

---!r -r-^!^J -:- ..^^1-'r-, ^^mìnonc fnnrrcc'incr nn rìr'nfessional enfl
Pdr uJ-u-Lyd.uçu rr¡ vvçç^¿J -(> -r-

cl-inicat issues specifically related to hypnosis. The seminars

provided the author with the opportunity of directly observing

trained professionals utilizing the techniques of cl-inical

hypnosis. This opportunity to observe and moclel- the nuances

of induction and the art of utilizÍng suggestion was an excel-

lent learning experience. Cl-inical- hypnosis, like family

therapy and other sophisticated clinical- strategies, develops

via a process of step by step learning. The ongoing dialogue

with other professionals was one vehicle for this learning'

Another important aspect of the learning process was a program

of review of readings in clinical technique (i.". Erickson,

73
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1976; Teitelbaum, L965; Spiegal, 1978; etc. etc.) as well as

published works by practictioners with a background in social

work (i.e. Lankton and Lankton' 1983).

The seminars al-so provided a setting which allowed the

author to receive direct feedback regardÍng his own develop-

ment in terrns of utíIj.zing the skills of clinical hypnosis.

This reflects a standard procedure in the professional- utiliza'

tion of clinical hypnosis in that all- sessions are taped (audio

or audio visuaJ) and thereby are available for review and

scrubiny. Thus the seminars provided a vehicle for skil-I

development as weIl as the ongoing exchange of relevant infor-

mation. Finally, the seminars provided the author with the

opportunity anrì the chalJ-enge of participating in informed

discussion of issues directly related to clinical practice

(i.e. screening clients, choice of techniques, theoretical

controversies, etc.). Many of the issues discussed are pre-

Sented in one form or another throughout this report. One

of these issues is the importance of clinical experience and

professional judgment as a backdrop for the approprÍate use

of clinicaf hypnosis.

l+.2 The Importance of CIinica} ExPerience

The seminar work allowed the author to develop an appre-

ciation of the role of cl-lnical hypnosis in a general thera-

peutic format. rle therapist utilizing hypnosis in a pro-

fessional capacity provides expertise and guidance for thcse
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who wish to understand and realize the potential of their
own inner resources and natural- processes. However, it is

imporbant to recognize that it is alv,Iays the therapist who

decides whether or not to use hypnosis. There are many -citua-

tions where it is unnecessary or innappropriate to use hypnosis.

The most obvious examples are clients who are clinically de-

pressed or who show any signs of pre-psychotic functioning.

The professional- utilizing hypnosis soon learns the necessity

of saying rr¡err and\itholding the magic"of hypnosis despite

the fact that cl-ients may be convinced it is what they need.

In the final analysis it is a matter of informed professicnal

judgment,

At risk of stating the obvious it must be recognized

that the professional use of hypnosis demands a working knctv-

ledge of general therapeutic techniques. The fact that hyp-

nosis is often best utilized as an adjunct therapy (see thjs

report section 2.4.2.) requires that the therapist be famil-iar

with a varlety of interventive strategies and therapeutic re-

sources. l¡ihen the decision is made not to utilize hypnosis

it is the responsibilj-ty of the therapist to provide alterna-

tive therapy or appropriate referral. This author found his

background in psychiatric social- work was most helpfut in

terms of utilizing hypnosis in a measured and appropriate

manner.

Employed by reasonably trained
professionals within the context
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Some of the above points will be exemplified in a selected case

ill-ustration. The following case illustration will be bri-efly

presented with the purpose of highlighting some of the themes

discussed above.

Case Illustration Bob, a 17 year o1d high school student'

cane into therapy requesting hypnosis as a means of alleviat-

ing the anxiety he experienced when he was l-eft alone. He re-

ported that he became "uptight and felt badr when he found

hjmself alone, especially on the weekends. His mother and

father had been divorced for approximately ten years. His

mother had recently found rra new boyfriendil and she would often

spend weekends at this manfs sunmer cottage. Bob did not ac-

company his mother and thus f ound himsel-f al-one on weekends.

Bob was convinced that his anxiety was caused by an event in

his past which he had forgotten and wished to use hypnosis to

recover this information and thereby rrsolverr his problem.

Qur first meeting was for the purpose of assessment and

the client was inforrned of this prior to the meeting. Bob

was encouraged to describe his perceptions and feel-ings regard-

ing his overall- life situation and the el-ements he felt were

relevant to his problem. The therapist (tfris author) listened

c
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attentively, emphasi-zing close observation and establishing

rapport. This process uras continued during the second session

one hreek later. The detaiLs of these sessions were reviewed

and discussed with col-leagues in the course of the seminar

work and will not be recounted here as they are not directly

relevant to the themes being exemplified in this il-lustration.

I¡Ihat is important is that two probJem areas were targetted

for intervention. The overall impression of the therapist was

that Bob was experiencing 6) separation anxiety coupled together

with þ) Low self-esteem. The separation anxiety appeared to

be primarily a function of enmeshment and pcor boundary defini-
tion in the rel-ationship h¡ith his (single parent) mother. The

difficulty with self-esteem seemed especially problematic in

peer relations,

In Bob's case the decision was made not to utilize hyp-

nosis. Although hypnosis could have been used it was judged

to be unnecessary and the young man was informed of this. It

simpty was not the therapy judged to be most effectÍve and

appropriate in this particular situation. Howeverr âil offer

was made to proceed with an alternative therapy. Although

rather disappointed that we would not utilize hypncsis, Bcb

agreed to continue theraPY.

In response to the separation anxietY, two sessions r¡Iere

done with Bob and ,his single-parent mcther. The interventicn

focussed on issues of separation, boundary definitionr and

clarifying expectations (see Minuchin, S Families and Famify
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Therapy, Harvard University Press, 1974' p.51-60). Although

Bob wa-s less than enthusiastic about these sessions initiallyt
he was pleased with the resul-t and reported a sharp decrease

in his anxiety l-evel. His mother reported rel-ief and a de-

crease in her level of apprehension and feelings of guilt.

Not surprÍsingly, the problem and resolution involved both of

them. Having the mother participate in the therapeutic prccess

increased the power of the intervention in that it mcdifieC

two interacting parts of a dysfunctional system (see Minuchin,

as above, p. l-16) .

Bob's poor self-image was responded to v¡ith some basic

counselling regarding situational deterrninants and the use of

positive imagery (see Mal-tz , 1973). Bob was particularly

pleased with the positive imagery and soon learned tc utilize
it in a self-directed manner. He was still utilizing positive

imagery on a regular basis when we met for our follow up meet-

ing six weeks after the final session.

The above il-lustration exemplifies a number of important

points: 1) the therapist must be prepared to say tt¡1stt or

rrwithol-d the magicr of hypnosis despite the fact that the

client may be convinced it is the answer to his/her problems,

2) it is the responsibility of the therapist to offer alterna-

tive therapy (as in this case ill-ustration) or appropriate re-

ferral and that 3), to do this in an lnforrned and effective

manner it is essential that the therapist have and adequate

background of professional- clinical experience and service.
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Clinical hyÞnosis is most effectively utilized as one cl-inical

technigue within th-q cont:ext of a general therapeutic format'

l+. ) The Plann ed Pro

Hypnosis may also be used in a fairly structuredt

standardized manner as a clinical service to individuals or

groups wÍth a conmon need or problem. A planned program de-

signed during the practicum experience will be presented in

some detail. The process of desi-gning the program included

the folJowing steps: a) problem identification, b) survey of

existing clinical strategies, c) adapt or design a clinical

progran, and d) implementation and evaluation'

4.3 I Problem f dentification. This authcr approached

the practicum experience with an interest in what may be

called,,positivementalhealthr'.Conceptssuchasrrmastery"
(Murphy , 1962), self-actualization (Maslor^r, L96?) ' competance

(White,:,?59),happiness(Rlct<sandWessman,1966)'andego-

activity (Rapaport, Lg67) all reflect aspects of "positive

mental health". Not surprisingly, the rrsense of masteryrr and

related concepts have also been mentioned in the l-iterature

on hypnotherapy (Fromm, 1972; Goodj-ng, 1969; Gardner' 1976;

Hartland , L}TI) . In fact, it has even been suggested that

hypnotictrainingalonemightbeameanstowardsongoing
personal growbh (Diamond, I97l+)'

One advantage of developing clinicaL techniques in this
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area is that they are appticable to rrnormalr' individuals'

The development of clinical- techniques relevant to the

aspirations and needs of the mainstream of our poprìl-ation

as well_ as to those in serious difficulty was a personal goal

of this aubhor at the onset of the practicum. Focussing only

on pathofogy does not promote preventative and growth-

oriented clinical techniques.

rt is within this context that the decision was made

to develop a program designed to increase sel-f-esteemr con-

fidence I of what may be called "a sense of masteryr'. This

is a positive therapeutic direction for skil-1 development

and may be generalized to many typical clinical situations'

Tt also reflects an rremphasis on the positiverf which is a

common theme in hypnotic literature'

The timing and setting of the practj-cum provided an

ideal- source of cl-ients. The needs of university students

to cope with academic workLoads provided an excell-ent example

of a group with a common problem or need' Thus confidence-

buildi or increasi the sense of maste in terms of stud

and studv -related skills was sel-ected as the problem area for

intervention. Qther target groups could have been selected

as the focus of the intervention. The importance of the

practicum experi-ence was the development of a clinical prograln

which could be adapted and generalized to other population

groups. rt was felt that building confidence and self-esteem

in the area of study skills and habits would meet the generaÌ
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goals of the therapist and provide a useful clinical service

for interested students.

l+,3 .2
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once this information was collected, it was possibl-e to repli-

cate, adapt I of design the strategy most suitabl'e to the

identified problem. The resul-ts of the survey provided a

number of excellent resources. For example it has been re-

ported that concentration and the acquisiLion/retention of

information can be improved by clinical- hypnosis' Dhanens

and Lundy (fg75) maintain that meaningful-ness of material,

motivation to learn, and hypnotic suggestibility are infl-uen-

tial variabl-es. The use of hypnosis in a remedial context

is also supported (Estabrooks and Gross, Lg6L; Illovsky, r98)'

Jeannie Porter (197S) has described a specific procedure for

dealing with study problems in cases where clients cane in

with the expectancy of help through hypnosis'

In terms of'confidence-building Hartland (1971-) has

described general ego-strengthening techniques and provided
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a sanple of suggestions for general use. The use of idealized

self-imagery has been recommended by Susskind (1970) as a con-

fidence training technique (see pp.91-92). Susskindrs work

reflects the earlier programmes as outl-ined by Maltz (L9T) .

The planned prografluTre utitized in the practicum work

was a combination of sel-ected elements frcm these clinical

techniques. The overal,l model- is an adaptation of Porter's

(l9ZB) work. This model was selected because it offered a

specific program which could be easily adapteo to the target

group of the planned program (i.e. under-graduate students)'

The use of Susskindrs idealized self-imagery (I.S.f.) was es-

pecially useful because it emphasized "imagery'r tn¡hich facili-

tates the hypnotic process (see this report pp.92'94, 63-64),

A standardized inducticn (Vüotberg, 1977) was utif ized becar.,se

it is amenable to measurement. The general format of the

planned program is outlined belov¡.

t+.3,3 Forrnat of the Planned Proeram. The basic

format consisted of the fol-lowing sequence of cl-inical- tech-

niques and suggestions:

1) introduction

2) induction

3) ego strengthening suggestions

4) specific studY suggestions

5) concentrátion and recall suggestions
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6) relax/let go breathing instructions

7) awakening.

All clients were seen on an individuat basis. The prograrn

consisted of two sessions which are referred to as the

rriniti-alr and nreinforcementrr sessions in this report' They

were designed to be offered one week apart although the number

of reinforcement sessions could have been increased as neces-

sary. Vrlhile both sessions follow the same basic format

there are some important differences in tenns of emphasis

and content which v¡ill be identified and explained in the

course of this presentation. The following is an explica-

tÍon of the above seven stePs:

1) Jntroduction - The students were inforrned of the

general nature and purpose of the program during a brief

presentation offered by the author. They vol-unteered to

participate in the progran with the hope and expectation

of increasing their sel-f-confidence regarding study skills.

Foll-owing this the interested students attended a brief

(individual) inforrnational meeting prior to the initial session'

fn addition to responding to some general requests for infor-

mation they were asked to fill out, two questionnaires and

return them to the therapíst prior to the first session.

These standardized measures provided the therapist with in-

forrnation regarding self-esteem and Iocus of control' The

questionnaires will- be discussed in more detail in the section
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of this report on nevaluationr'. The students/cLients were

also asked if there were any specific problem areas which

they would llke to focus on during the treatment process'

An r,introduction phase|| is standard procedure when

introducing a client to hypnosis: It addition to a general

screeningfunction,it,isanopportunityfortheclientto
ask questj-ons which t,hey may have about the hypnotic process'

rt is, at the sane timer âD opportunity for the therapist to

dispel any unfounded myths the client may have about hypnosis'

TypicalquestionsandanswersareprovidedinAppendixBof
this report. the duration of the introduct,ory phase will vary

in accordance with the needs of the individual client'

Theexchangeofinformationallowsthet,herapistto
develop rapport with the client and sets the stage for induc-

tion. the therapist asks some standard questions (i.e. Have

you been hypnotized before?) and in general, facilitates an

atmosphere of trust, relaxation, and positive expectation'

It has been suggested that the hypnotlc trance applies I'not

only to the state of one person but to a special type of inter-

change between two peopler' (Haley, Ig7), p'19)' Thus the

rappcrtdevelopedinther|introducticn||phasecreatesanat-
mosphere of trust and relaxation which facilitates induction'

2) Induction The inductlon phase includes a series

of suggestions and instructions which facilitate receptivity

on the part of the client. chapter III of this report outlines
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a clinical noclel for understandirrg the mechanics of trance

inductionandutiliza.Lion.However,forthestraightforward
purpose-e of a planned program such as this one ' a fairly

simple induction process is quite sufficient' A combination

of ,,structured fantasyr, and a r'fractionalized relaxation

techniqueil were utilized as the primary induction techniques'

A standardized example is provided below (frcm ltlolberg' l-977 
'

Pp.79b-95) .

All that will happen is that you will-be
pr"ä-lãni!v ""13*ed''-iro 

sleep' Do deep trances'
¡usl-ãäriå"i"ure. 

-'Now iu?t settle back and

shut vour eyes' 
-Brãathä in deeplV lttloupf

yo"" äoàttiit nr mouth' right down into the
pit of your "tottòh' 

ó-e-õ-P-l-y' d-e-e-P-l-Y'
¿-ð-ã-pii-v; but not so deeprv that-voÌ-1f"
ur,ðorntãr[.i,i". Just deep]y enough so .that
yo;"î¿;i-[rt" air soak-ing iir' rn" 'anrl out'

r;å-åÍ;å;ti"i;.;fr;';i;o;täii4:Îi, lli;^ ôu"äii-tå-i"ãÍvo"'i"ligelting-t-i-r-e.-d-and
r-e-1-a-x-e-ct' Very r-ã-1-a-x-e-d' Even

d-;;;-;-t, d-r-o-i-s-Y and relaxed'
DrowsY and relaxed'

Now I want Yó" to concentrate on the
*l-,".t. groups tnat I point.out to y9Y''
loäõã"8ñ;r;r"iãithämwhilevisualizing
th;;:--iôù"i'rr-nãtlcethatvou-mavbe
t,"i-"å lir- ðertain areas and the idea is to
t"iãi i;ú;;if cornpletelv'- concentrate
on Your foreheaã.-.t;;;;,thg muscles around

vo"i-äv"-tl- 
-lóü" evelids rerax' Now your

r"ää,-í;;; fãce- 'ãiái"-". 
And vour mcuth. . '

relax the muscr"ã-ã"á"nd your mouth' alg
even the inside ãf-your möuth' Your chin;
r"õ"ii--õag ãn¿ feel- heavy-' And as you

relax your rnuscles t your breathing col-
tinues r-e-g-u-f-ã-"if--y and d-e-e-p-l-y'
d;;i; "tiirti" vóurself '- Now vour nec\r
vóù'"-hect< relakes ' Every muscle ' every
fiberinyour"ãór.relaxês.-Yourshoulders
relax' ' 'your anns' ' 'your elbows' ' 'your
forearms' ' 'your wrists' ' 'your hands' ' '
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and your fingers relax' Your ar¡ns feel
rãð"ä and }iñp; heavy and loose and limp'
i;;;-"ñãie-uoãi begiirs to feel loose and

litp. Tour tt"ót nüsc1es relax; tle front
ãi-'-ióut-nàct, the back muscles' If you

"ni"Ít, 
wiggle your head if necessary.to

"ãi á1} tñe kinks out. Keep breathilF
ãeep1v and re1ax. Now your chest' 'Ine

i;;'n;'pãti ói-yo"" chest reraxes ' ' ' and
ih¿ uact< part óf your chest relaxes '
iãù. abdoiren...iträ pit of Iour stomach'
ittat relaxes. The small of .your þacK'
ióot"tt the muscles. Tour hips"'Ypur
thighs. . .your knees relax' ' ' even tne
ñü;Ë1;= ih your legs. Tour ankles"'
vour feet...and yoür toes' Tour whole
üäi i;;i;'iãó""'ána li'P' [Pause]
And- novlr as you feel the- muscles relax-
ï;;. ;;ú wiii notice that You begin to
¡;Ëí iãiaxea and tired all over' Your
bodv beglns to feel v-e-r-y' v-e-r-y
ii"ä¿..ian¿ You are going to feel
ã:;;;:ã-i-ä-r, and-d-r-o-w-s-i-e-r I

ftòto the top of your head right. down to
;;il iô"=. 'EverY breath You take is
å;i;*';;-åo.r-in" d""per aird deeper and
ã;;;8";-"tá-yorl feel- vour bodv getting
droivsier and drowsier'---Ãñ¿-no*, I want You to inagine? !o
"i"üäriãé 

úrtð tõJt ielaxed and quiet and
oleasant scene imaginable' Visualize a

Ëñ;d-"tt¿- pleasañt qgiet scene' |tv
ããããä-ùr,át iã-óomfortáble' rt can be

ãot" scene in your past r or a scene y-ou

;äitãi-ï; iü""futui'e' . tt can be nothing
more than ueing-ãt tft" beach watching- the
ivá¿;t-urear<:'ng"on the shore' 0r a 1a!e
fiõh- "-táiluôãt, 

floating lazilv bv.' 0r
äãiãrl rãõr.i"e at the blue "k{"T-t:l 

oni
;;-t,;ä uirro'ni crouds moving slowl1"i, 

-lny;;";;-thãi- Íä'quiet and pleãsant and nakes

;;;"i";1-ã"o*"il 
-0r a sðund like Beet'hoven's

sonatar or any" other selection that is
;;;;úlås: orå*iiðr an¿ drowsier and drowsier.
ïou are v-e-r-y vreary, and every breath
rlir-""n0 yoü ín oeeþór and deeper and
deeper.
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As vou visualize this quiet scene'- f
sharl äóü"t ito* one to twenty' ang-yh9n .
I reach the count of twentyt you wrrr leer
yorrtããrr 

- in deep'- one, deePer' deeper 
'

Two,-ãããpé" and^ deeper.and deeper: - -Tlf:"'''drowsier-anddrowsier.Four'deeperano.
o""pã".- rlue...drowsier and drowsier and
¿rowiier. Six. . . seven t very -tired t v-e-lY

,"raiãã. 
- uigtrt, deeper and deeper. Nin-e...

t"",'-ã"å*"1"F aåa ¿rð"rsier. E1êven, twelve,
thirtããn; deeper and deeper' D-r-o-w-s-i-e-r
and ã-r-ó-"-s'-i-e-r. Foürteen, drowsier and
orowãiãr and drowsier. Fifteen. . . sixteen. . .

""u"ttiè"n, 
deeper and deeper' Eighteen" '

nineteen. . .and finallY twentY'

3) Ego Strengtheni'ng Suggestions Following the in-

duction process nore specific suggestions were offered' Al-1

ofthefol}owingsuggestionsv¡ereusedselectivelyandas
appropriate for each client (fron Hartland, 1965r PP '89-9))'

r "å; ä-:i:I,:i-1"ï;,1"ï,îlllrilllli:il"å., .

yo,..-iitt becðme i'r'y=icaily sTRoNGER and
FITTËñ:- yã" wili 6e"ome ugRE ALERT...MORE
UTIDÊ-A\^IAKE: '.UONN ENERGETIC. YOU WilI
uecãmä ii{ijcH-igss-utsILY TIRED. . .MUcH LESS

EASÍti rltrcunD. . .MUcH LESS--EASTLY
UNPñ-NSSi:.ó. . .Ut¡CH LESS EASILY 

-DTSCOURAGED'Everv dav...you will become SO DEEPLÏ

rIUSäNSTäN TÑ WHATEVER TOU ARE DOING...
so õËEÞii- rntnngsrED rN wHATEvER rs
GorÑG-ôÑl..THATTouRMINDr'r-TLLBECOME
uuiiì-lnsé- ÞñroccuPrnD t,vrrH YoURSELF' ' "

lwó'yõÚ-wrfu BEcoME MUcH LEqg coNscIous
or'roÙñsEiF;. .AND YouR oulN FEELTNGS'

;r"äri-¿àv. . .TouR NERvES wrLL BECoME

STRCÑCEiÌJ IÑ0" SITIDTER. . .YOUR- TI'IIND V{ILL --
nn i óim- 

-cni,!rgn- 
À ¡ló- ciÈnnsn. _. . MoRE coMP csED . . .

MORÈ plÃöÏ-oll.r'lcnn tnnuQuTL: - Tou will
¡".ã,nä-fuuõn-irss EASITT IÀJ0RRIED. . .MJCH

Igéé...ñN.S.riY ÃCIIATED. . .MUCH IESS FEARFUL

nnó-lpÞñnnnnsrvE. . .luÏucH LESS_EASILY UPSET.

Y"ú ,iir-Tã áUr" tO THINK MORE CLEARLY...
y"; ;iit È abl-e to coNcENTRATE MoRE

msdill.ióuñ MEMORY WILI TMPRoVE. . .âfid
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you will be able to SEE THINGS IN THEIR
inug pERSPEcrrvr. . .h'rrHour MAGNTFYTNG

THEM...!{TIHOUT ALLOWTNG THEM TO GET OUT

OF PROPORTTON.I'Every day...you will become EMCIIONALLY
MUCH CALñIER...U[¡-CTI MORE SETTLED.. .MJCH LESS
EÀSILY DTSTURBED.

"Every day...you will feel a GREATER

FEELING bF PÍTNSOI'IAI, 1,{ELL-BEING. . .A GREATER

TNELTNC OF PERSONAL SAFETY...ÀND SECURTTY...
than you have felt for a ]ong¡ long time'

|'Eiery day...YOU will become' ' 'and YOU

will remäin...MORE AND MCRE COMPLETELY
RELAXED...AND LESS TENSE EACH DAY...BOTH
}IENTALLY AND PHYSTCALLY.

"A;dr as you become...âldr 49-y-ol remain" '
MORE RELAXED:..AND LESS TENSE EACH DAY...SO¡
you will develop MUCH MORE CONFIDENCE IN
TOURSELF.

I'MUCH more confidence in your ability to
DO,..NCT only what you IIAVE to do each day"'
Uri ¡ttlCtl morä conf idence in your. ability
to do whatever you OUGHT to be able to do" '
wrTHour FEAR OF- CONSEqUENCES...wrrHour uN-
NECESSARY ANXIETT. . .WTTHOUT UNEASINESS.
gã.""i" of this.. 'every day...you will feel
¡¡ONN AND MORE INDEPENDEM...MORE ABLE TO
lstrcr uP FoR TouRSELFr...T0 srAND uPoN YouR
OWW fnnt...TO 'HoLD YoUR ohlNr . . . no matter
hòw difficult or trying things may be' And'
because all these things \'{rLL begin to
t"pp"t...EXACTLT as I tell yog -t-Þ9y. 

will
haþþen, ycü will begin^ to fêe1 MUCH HAPPIER"'
muðit morê contented;..MUCH MoRE 0HEERFUL" '
MUCH MORE OPTIIU]STIC...MUCH LESS EASILY
NTSCOUNAGED. . .II,TUCH LESS EASILY DEPRESSED.''

l+) Specific Study Suggestions (Porter, l-978, p'67)

Work efficiently without being fatigued
uy ihe sheer effort of study' it will come

nâturallY and easilY. . .

Enioy- the learniirg Process, f ind it easy
and nátüral to study and to Iearn" '

Ability to learn- and recal'l infornation'
to lnteg"ät" n"t information with wh?t you
áiready-know, and answer appropriately any
oral oi written questions" '
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Spend adequate time to ensure success'
Takã^ suff icient rest pauses to remal-n
alert and efficient ' ' '-- Have increasing belief in your own

abillties and certainty that you wlt.r"
succeed.---Oãi" ability to switch on the internal
success *"ðr.,ã"í"m-within the mind, instead
;i-ih¿ fallure mechanism" 'until vgry soon

vã"-forget 
-even 

how to switch on the failure
mechanlsm. . .----i"ã.t failures as merely pointers to a

new Path to success'
Have g"n".ãi confidence in -your^ ability to

do "ót, 
oñfl-ùñãt you have to do but what you

want to do...
Maintain å pleasant balance between work

and pleasure whlle remaining always on an.
overall Path to success" '-'-Ãã-u"iier in your own abilities increases 

'yor--*itt sãã potäntiaI. as unlimited" '
Given túã 'opp"rtunity to learn and the

ability, y;" óãit ¿o anylr':-ng if you have the
desire...

Do the necessäry pracf ice and have the
detenninatïðn-to Uiiirg success, but you will
be able to-ão ifr:-" wiãhout having- to strive
unduly. . .The-entire process will-be enjoyable
and plea".tã ãlà yo"'will have the overall
õóñuiãtion that yôu can be a success" '

Have .tt ittðt"äsing sense of achievement
and accomPlishment'

il concentrate and Recall (A¿apteo from Porter, J.978)

When you enter a s-tudv situation and- prepare
to begin it"-;;;k ãt -ttanä 

you .mav brieflv pause

ät¿-õãi tr¡rèe times firmlv and slowly to your-
self , "Conããntiãiã-and Re"call'" This will
release t,he necessary energy-!o. ggntinue work-
ing, ""*oïã 

äri-u.i"iers ol- Iimiting infl-uences

"tãótt"t 
p.ãt,-_ói qresent' -?Td.allow 

you to
rhink "r"äiiv-änã 

worlc érrlciently without
strain.
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6)Relax/LetGo,5Breaths(AdaptedfromPorter'1978).
Take five sLow, deep breaths ' thinking-

at th¿ sane time to RELAX as you breatn In
and to LET GO as You breath out" '- fy-aãtclng tfre iive deep- breaths I You
call'o.-yo't'Ë body's natural resources to
relax-änäl-*iilt inã òonscious mental commands

or nfuÃl-ånä-int co you evoke inner strength
and calmness'

Ñ;iñg-your day to gty.activities you' can

evoke this same cåniror,'if you chooser by

simpiy-rãpeati"g this sa'rre piouess' Ïou can

use iÍ,il-iãõnn:.["" wirhout óthers being aw?re.

At J;-;úe ã""in! vot" daYl in anv situation'
You cân attain inner contror'

7) Awakening -
¡In a short while I am going to awaken yo}'
.i"Võ"-uriti trau" eil of-youl nor"nal functions

."¿ àui'rities (2 x)
b) îI_vð" choose ì,o uó.o'efivPfì,o.fl].É9 at some

t,irå-i"-irré-iuture you will find that you

can relax quickly and- easrrY
c) ùpon ty countln!'tõ ih"?:-Ió" will awaken

iããriñä refreshõd and relaxed'
All ;iãht; one' t"ã' -three - awaken' feeling
refresñed and relaxed'

Immediately following [awakeningrr it is useful to provide

cl,ients with a model for the kind of learning which takes place

duringhypnosis.Ïtisadifferentkindoflearningthanthe
Iinear, logical, process which we utilize in many day to day

activities. The following exarnple contains an analogy which

was utilized during the Practicum work' The use of analogy

and imagery are a conmon mode of communication in hypnosis'

Even though there may be no aPpargttt-----
aftäratioñs on the sürface, a restructur-

'"*-i:;å;iit,t:rËl*:""ï?.ïå" ålrä'ä'iål.nmay
of whlte blotters above the level of
Vo"""ãVã"-ão that you see the bottom
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blotter, and if you dribble -{op: of ink
;il;';i.rå [op urotter, vou.wilr observe
iäifut*-oifierént foi ä while until suf-
ii;ilffi iñx rt"" been Poured to soak
iñtõùeú ttt" "ttii." 

thickness ' Eventually
;ñ-lñ[ will "ó*" down' Dur,ing this
oeriod while "ói¡ins 

seemlngly wa: happen-
i;;-;;t;í.át,ions are occurring'''sugges-
iïãni in hypnosis are like ink poured on

iãuãi. of ièslstance; one must k-eep repeat-
iiä"irt"ã-b;ió;¿ thev come through to in-
ifü"tt.e old , destructive patterns '
(woluerg, l.977 ' P.1208)

l+.3.1+ Reinfor cement Session. The reinforcement session

foll0wed the same basic format as the initial session' That

is, the induction was fo].Iowed by a serj'es of positive' con-

structivesuggestions.However,thecontentwasmodifiedin
some imPortant waYs.

,I.heflrst¡nodificationwaot,hesubstitut,ionofthe

structuredfantasyimagery.Intheinitialsessiontheclient
wasinst,ructedtocontinuetoimagine¿rtpeac€fulscenerl
(which had been introduced during the induction) while the

therapistofferedtheego-strengtheningandstudyskills
suggestions.Thus,whiletheclientwasfocussinghisatten.
tion on the "peaceful imagef' the therapist was offering sug-

gestions.Duringthereinforcementsessionrfollowingthe
induction, the client was instructed to imagine his/her

Idealized-self-Image (I.S.r) (susskind, 1970)' They were

instructedtoimaginealargeT.v.Screeninfrontofthem'
andtoseethemselves|'functioninginanidealandsuccess
fulmannerinallofyouractivities,study,workandhome''.
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They were reminded to ilimagine this in detail, and allow

thensel-ves to feel pleased and satisfied with themselves

as they participated in the itnageryr'. $¡hile the client at-

tended to this task of imagining the therapist proceeded with

the various ego-strengthening and study suggestions' As in

the initial session the clients attentlon would be directed

backtothestructuredfantasyatappropriateintervals.

l+.3.5 Ideal ized-Self-Ïma rY. Some comment and exPlana-

tion may be helpful here' First of all' the use of the

ïdealized-setf-Inagery is in itself a confldence braining tech-

nique'Porter(Lgls,p.65)offersasuccinctdescrlption:
ilprinciples of self-fulfilling prophecy and operant reinforce-

mentshapechangeinself-perceptiont,owardssuccessfu]out-

come responses'.r' Porter (p.65) also describes the sa¡ne process

from a different PersPective:

This technique is directly comparable
to ll"iiut! 6gll) use of i'target. imageryr'
in proerarnming the subconscious to

"""iiãã 
self-iul-fillment as.goals are

"r.õãõiively 
set on a conscj'ous level

ano-ããr'ti""ãä through th9. ongging act'ivity
or 

'tñã--Ãuuconsciouõ workÍng to bring
àbout the fdesired end"

In other words the use of ldealized-se1f-Imagery provides an

Íidealized goalI or clear CUt rftargettt which may evoke natural

teleological mental processes. Milton Erickscn also emphasized

the self-image in his clinical work'
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In brief psychotherapy one of the lqportant
consideratiôns is the body irnage. By
body image, I mean how does the person- Iook
upoñ herõe1f? IlJhat sort of image do they-
häve of themselves?... ft is so tremendously
important to have a good body image. - Agood body image irnplies lot only to tþe
ptty"icaL self r âs such, but the functional
êeif , and the personality wit,hin the body.
(Cited in HaleY, L97), P.95)

Another factor worthy of consideration is the tendency

of the client to generalize the relaxation developed during

the I'peaceful scene" imagery to the I'successf imagery.

In other words, once the client had I'de-sensitizedtt to the

experience of structured fantasy it was easier to change the

content from ltpeaceful scenerr to tlsuccessfulrr functioning.

The clients did not find it difficult to make this transition

and, more importantly, they were able to maintain, insofar

as the therapíst could observe, the same level of relaxation

and receptivity.
It is also worth mentioning the function that imagery

plays here in terms of the efficacy of the suggestions offered.

By instructing the client to lfocus in a detailed manner on

the sights, soundsr and feelingsl associated with the imagery

the therapist is distracting the attention from the sugges-

tions themselves. This nay have the effect of increasing the

receptivity of the mind. This may be clarified by considering

Teitelbaum's (]-965) f irst two I'princlples of mindr'.
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The first general principle is that the
mind can glve concentrated attention to
onfy óne þarticular matter at a time" '
The seconä general principle.is that
when the mind is concentrated on one

Particular matterr suggesllols received
irf,iót, j'¿ not reláted-to that particular
matter are not subjected as much to the
reaéón:-ng process ánd are transmitted
toté-reããiiy to thã subconscious (p'15)'

Thus by directing the clientfs attention to the details of

the structured fantasy the therapist increases the efficacy

of the primary suggestions. one could speculate that the

rpeaceful Scenel imagery might be more effective in this regard

because the content is generally less related to the prinary

suggestions. However, this is a secondary consideration, the

main point here is that both types of imagery serve at least

two functÍons: a) as a vehicle for peaceful and/or successful

structured fantasy experiences and b) as a means of directing

the attention to inner ProcesseS and away fron the I'p¡imarYn

suggestions.

l+.3.6 Terrnination. Another way in which the reinforce-

ment session was different from the Ínitial session was the

reduction of time spent on rrintroductionr'. It was unnecessary

to spend as much tilne on general explanation. The induction

phasealsotooklesstime.Thisreflectsaconmonphenomena
in ctinical hypnosis - the client is often able to enter a

trance-like state fifaster and deeperil after a successful and

relaxedinitialexperience.Inanycase,thetimesavedwas
utilized at the end of the reinforcement session to set the
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Stage for further I'self-ciirectedrr work on the part cf the

ctient, (nt the point of termj-nation the therapist offered

the clients a metaphor which suggested that the mcmentum cf

positive change coufd be like rra snowball going down a mcun-

tainsiderr if they acquired the habit of utj-l-j-zing positirre

imagery. ) The clients \^rere given detailed instructicns

(l{aftz, Ig7 )) for utilizing success imagerl' on their otvn' Tt

is hoped that the use of the success imagery du-ring the hypn:-

tic session wil-1 facilitate and strengthen future self-

directed success imagery. The clients \^¡ere also given some

specific instructions for utilizing the "right brainn for prc-

cessing information, increasing recallr and improving study

habits in general (see Buzan, L974).

A finat statement about the reinforcement session, indeed

the whole prograÌn, is that one of it-" main strengths is its

adaptibility. It is a fairly simple matter to shift the ccn-

tent from l'study skil-Is" to anxiety reduction, relationship

skil-Is, or any number cf typical problem areas enccr.Lntered

in a general therapeutic context. The prccess of using hyp-

nosis in concert with the Idealized-sel,f-Image and success

imagery provides a sophisbicated basic process v¡hich may be

adaptecl to a wide variety of problem areas'

l+. 4 Evaluation of the Pl-anned Program

Tn addition to ongoing cl-inical impressions anc client

feedback, ilstandardized measuresl t^Iere utilized as evalua-
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tion tool-s in the planneci program. Questionnaires designed

to measure nself-esteemrr and Iocus of contrcl- 1¡I€I.€ given

to the clients prior to the initial sessjon anC (at l-east)

i+8 hours after the final session. fn addition, the clients

were contacted and asked for feedback approximately six v¡eelis

following the final sessjon" These evaluation prccedurest

as well as clinical impressions, will be briefly presentec'l'

l+. l+ I lndex 01 Self-Esteem (r.s. E. ).

Summary of
f. s. E.

This 25 item scale is designecì
to measure the degree or rnag-
nj.tucie of the Problem the
cli-ent has with his or her
self-esteem. The measure is
reporLetl to l"lave internal
consistencY reliabilitY and
test-retest retiabil-ìtY of
.90 or better, r'¡hich is verY
high. Tn addition it is re-
poited that the scale has high
face. concurrent, and construct
valiáity. (See BIcom and !ischer,
]rgïà, p". f l9; Hudson, f 9B2)

The scare has been designed to have a frclinjcal cutting

scorerrof 30. The idea here is that people rvho score over

)O generally have been found tc have prcblems in the area

being measured white peop}e v,,ho Score belcr¡l J0 have been

f ound not tc have such problems. rt is assu-med that despile

thehÍghreliabilityofthescale,therewillbeSomeerror.

Theref ore, it v,rould probably be prudent to view the ic l-evel
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as a very rough guide in terms of the existance or absence

of problems. It has been suggested that changes in the

score of five points or less over repeated administraticns

may be the result of eryor, and that changes of more than

five points in eÍther direction probably reflect real changes

in the cl-ientfs problem or situation (Bloom and Flschert

L982, p.161).

A standardized measure of self-esteem was chosen as the

primary measure for several reasons. First of all it was use-

ful as a screening device in te¡'ns of idenÙifying the level of

difficulty clients may have in this area. By identifying those

cLients who scored substantially above l0 prior to the initial

session the therapist could adapt the clinical procedure ac-

cordingly. For examPle, for some clients the amount of time

spent on the ego-strenghtening suggestions was increased' fn

addition, the utilization of the I.S.E. provides an objective

indices of the direction and magnitude of changes which may

occur in the level 0f self-esteem. This is useful feedback

for both the therapist and client.

l+.1+,2 The Rotte r Internal-External ocus of Control
ca e

This is a forced choice 29 item
scale including 6 fi-tter items.
Item analysis ãnd factor analYsis
show reasónably high internal con-
sJ-stency for añ additÍve scale'
Test-retest reliability is satis-
factory with other methods of as-
sessinir the sane variables.
(nottel , :-966, P.25)

fn Brief
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some explanation is in order here. The test is con-

sidered to be a measure of generalized expectancy and reflects

Rotterrs SocÍal Learning Theory. the questionnaire measures

the subjectrs beliefs about the effects of reward or reinforce-

ment on preceding behavlor, that is, whether the person per-

ceives reward as being contingent on his own behavior or in-

dependent of it. Scores can range from zero (most internal)

to Z) (most external). Clients who feel that they have control

of the situation are likely to exhibit behavior that wiII enable

them to better cope with potentiatly threatening situations

than subjects who feel chance or other non-controllable forces

dete¡nine whether or not their behavior will be successful.

who believe in chance or

luck as a solution to oner s problems are characterized by

less productivity and greater possivity (Rotter, 1966),

The measurement of rtlocus of controlr is useful as a

screening device as well as providing an added dimension to

the measure of self-esteem. By identifying those clients with

a tendency towards an external locus of control the therapist

is able to adapt the intervention accordingly' This could

include an emphasis on the efficacy of self-directed positive

imagery as a vehicle of change. Ïn factt suggestions directed

towards self-management and self-directedness are a co¡nmon

theme throughout the planned progra¡n. This counteracts any

tendency towards dependency on the therapist which is a
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factor in most f o¡"ms of therapeutíc intervention. Thus t in

the planned program the hypnosis acts as a catalyst to promote

and sustain self-directedness on the part of the client' It

was hoped that the progran would result in both an increase

in self-esteem and movement towards an internal locus of

control.

l+.1+.) Follow Up Contact. All of the clients who par-

ticipated in the planned progran with the exception of one who

was not available, were contacted by te]-ephone approxÍnately

six weeks after the final session. They were asked for any

feedback they night have regarding their experience with hypnosis.

The general attitude was that it was very helpful and that it

had been a source of support during a stressful tine' AIl of

those who completed the progran were very positive regarding

their experience, They were asked to rate their overall ex-

perience on a scale of I to 10, wiith ten being very poslt'ive'

À11 of those who completed the Progran rated it as I or better'

Even the two clients who only paI$icipated in one session

rated it as a positive experience (7, 8). llhen asked why

they had rnÍssed the reinforcement session, they both said

they had been too busy and dÍsorganized and regretted their

non-attendance, One of theur asked to be included in any

future progra¡ns of a sir¡ilar nature'

The generally positive response reflects the overall tone
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of the therapeutic encounters. A positive attitude was an

integral part of the planned program and is an important el-e-

ment of ctinical hypnosis in general. It is hardly surprising

that clients pick up on this and respond in kind. Mil-ton

Erickson not only proceeded with the confidence that change

was possibl-e but as if change was inevitable (Haley, 1967,

p.535). This kind of positive expectation provides the ccn-

text for offering the client a positive imprint in the form of

hypnotic suggestion.

Sometimes feedback from the clients includes requests

for further sessions. This was mcre ccmmcn in individualized

therapy than the more stnrctured "planned programrr. 'vVhether

or not further Eessicns are necessary and apprcpriate is a

matter of informed professional judgment. The number of ses-

sions required may reflect the severity of the problem. Re-

cal-I the analogy cited earl-ier in this report: "Suggestions in

hypnosis are like ink poured on J-ayers of resistance, one must

keep repeating them before they come through to infl-uence ol-d

destructive patternsr'i (Vrlolberg, 1977, p. f 208).

' 4.1+.1+ Results. The most pronounced changes were in

terms of self-esteem as measured by the T.S.E. These resu1ts

are depicted in Table 4'1 (below)' l{ote that roo/" of the

cl-ients who completed the program measured improvements beyond

the five point l-evel whichr âccording to Bloom and Fischer

(tgïz, p.161) ,'probably refl-ect real changes in the clients
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Table 4.f Time One - Time Two Change Scores
for Self-Esteem/Locus of Control

Cl ient
M=Male
F=Female

r. s. E. f.E.Sóale
Self Esteem)( ( Locus of Control)

Pre Post Change
Score

Pre Post Change
Score

1(F)
2 (M)

3 (F)

4(F)
5 (F)

ó (F)

3r
5T

37
27

22

?5

18

l+l+

25

L7

6

18

+13

+7
+L2

+10
+Ib
+7

l+

I
14

1l+

T2

T2

2

10

I5
.l

I
Ã

+¿

-a

-l
+6
+I+

+7

problem or Situationfr. Tn fact, the average difference \^Ias

10.81, double the five point level. Cì-early all cf the clients

who completed the program showed an improvement in their mea-

sured l-evel of self-esteem.

The data regarding locus of control as measureci by the

I.E. scale is less pronounced. Hou¡ever, the greatest degree

of change was towards an internal locus of control. See

Tabl-e 4.1-. Note that 5O/" of íhe clients who completed the

progran demonstrated substantial movement towards an internal

locus of control. This is the desired direction of change.

The remaining fifty percent showed rel-atively smal-l- differences

(one or two points) in both directions. ft may be that changes

of this nature can be accounted for by eruor. In any case

although the results were not as pronounced as they were r^¡ith

the self-esteem, it was a definite movement in the desired

direct ion
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1+.4.5 Discr.ission. ft is ùnportant to recognize the

limitations of the evaluation desÍgn. For instance, the use

of questionnaires on a pre and post tesb basis at best only

indicates whether or not changes have occurred. The changes

may or may not have been due to the hypnosis. Secondly, the

questionnaires do not provide sufficient information regard-

ing the duration of change. The follor^r up ccntact cannot be

accepted as a reliable indlcatj-on of whether or not the changes

were sustained. It may be that the changes only lasted a week

or two. Thirdly, there are no empirical measures which demon-

strate changes or imprcvements in actual- performance, Even

if the evaluation design were stronger, the small- sample size

limits the strength of any general statements which could be

made regarding the statistical- significance of the data'

Nonetheless, insofar as it went, the data indicated posi-

tive change had taken place. This is encouraging. The rather

dramatic increases in self-esteem alone invitesfurther research

and inquiry. fn addition, 5O/" of the clients who finished the

program demonstrated t'positiveil changes on both measures.

This indicates that they were feeling better about themselves

as welJ as perceiving themselves to be more in control- of their

lives. This certainly is worthwhile and reflects the general

goals of increasing self-esteem and confidence.
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l+, l+ ,6 Conclusions. Because of the smal-l sample síze

and limitations of the evaluation designr ûo general statements

may be made beyond the boundaries of the prograÌn itself' How-

ever, the data indicates that: a) changes did occur and b) these

changes r^Iere in the desired direction. The data measured a

pronounced improvement in self-esteem as well as movement to-

wards an internal locus of control. It may be that controlled

research would verify that it was the hypnosis which facili-

tated these changes.

The therapeutic goats of the planned program were to

increase self-esteemr conf idenCe, or a rrsense Of masterytt in

re a on OS u ys

author's own opinion, based on clinicat impressions and Sup-

ported by the data insofar as it goes, is that these goals

were achieved. The practicum wcrk reflected a basic endeavour

of psychotherapy which is I'helping individuats outgrow learned

limitations so that inner pctentials can be realized to

achieve therapeutic goalsr' (Erickson and Rossi, L976, P.2) .

The techniques of cl-inical hypnosis encourage the arnpli-

fication of the Sarne inner processes which create change

naturally in our day to day life experience. Thus the com-

bination of rel-axation and imagery, when properly directedt

becomes a powerful instrunent of change. The therapist

utilizing hypnosis in a professional capacity provides exper-
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tise and guidance for those who wish to understand and

real-ize the potential of their own inner resources and natural

processes.
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Hypnosls is a state of altered con-cciousness that occurs
ncrrnally- in every person just before one enters into tÞe sleep
state. - In theraþeütic hyþncsis we prolong this brief interl-ude
so that we can work within its bounds.

Can Evervbodv be Hvpnotized?

is a normal state that everybody passes
o sleep. However, Ít is Possible to
t is possible to resist going to sleep.
s hypnosis, with practice the resistance

APPENDIX B

Exactly ülhat is nosis?

Yes, .,êCâuS9 it
through before going t
resist hypnosis like i
But even if one resist
can be overcome.

VJhat is the Value of Hvpnosis?

Who Can do nos is ?

Questions Tou May Have About Hypnosis
(from Wo1berg r, 19.77,

pp.1206-08)

There is no magic in hypnosis. There are some conditions
in which it is usefui and otirèrs in which no great ben'efit
is derived. ft ie enployed in medicine to reduce tension
and pain that accompany various physical problems and to aid
certäin rehsbilitative-procedures. fn psychiatric practice
it is helpful in short-term therapy and also, in some cases t
in long-tèrm treatment where obstlnate resistances have been
encountered.

only a qualified professional person should decide
whether oire neieds hypnoêis or could benefit from it. Ïn
addition to other eicþerience, the professional person requires
further training in i,he techniques- and uses of hypnosis before
considered qualified.

VJhv do some Doctors have Doubts about Hvpnosis?

Hypnosis is a much misunderstood phenomenon. For
centuriäè it has been affiliated with spiritualisn, witchcraft
and various kinds of mumbo jurnbo. It is a common tool of
quacks who have used. it to irs¿¡srr every funaginable illnesst
from baldness to cancer, The exaggerated claims made for it
by undisciplined persons have turñed some doctors against it.
Sóme psychiatristè too doubt the value of hypnosis because
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Freud gave it up 60 years ago and because þhey themselves
have frõt had toô much experience wi-th its modern uses.

ïf nosis is Valuable
SYC o og or svc a r c ro ems

Canft Hypnosis be Dangerous?

T am Afrald f canr L be Hvpnotiøed.

I{hat Does it Fee 1 Like to be Hypnot ized?

houldn't it be Em 1 ed in all

Most psychological and psychiatric problems respond to
treatmênt by étiffeã therapists- without requiring.hypnosis.
Wt,""" blockê in treatment develop, a therapist skilled in
üipnoui- may be able tu utilize :.t effectively. Bu-t only a

ãüã1iii"d piofessional Person can decide whether this is
necessary or desirable..,

The hypnotic state is no more dangerous than.is the
sleep state. But unskilled operatgrs nay give s"Plects
foolish suggestions, such as one often witnesses in stage
tip"ãif", üñere the trance- is exploited for entertainment
püèpo""". I ãeticatety balanced and sensitive person- exposed
i;-ñ;i;; an¿ l,1,riliating suggestions may respond with anliety'
O¡ ¡h¿ whole, there are ño dãñgers in hyþnosis when practiced
by ethical and qualified practitÍoners'

All people go through a state akin to hypnosis before
falli.ng-ãsieeþ. fh"t" is-no reason why you should not be

able to enter a hYPnotic state.

The answer to this is extremely inportant because it
may determine whether or not ygu can benefit, from Fypnosrs'
f'tõät people give up hypnosis äfter a few sessions because
ïú;i ä;"'ãirãppðinieã'in their react,ions, believing lhat thev
ãrè'not suita-bie subjects. The average person has !h" idea
[hat he will fõ 

-t,frroüg], 
something diff erênt , new and spectacuJ-ar

iä-ifrã-nypnotÏó it.t"I Often- he-equates being. hvpnotized
*ïtt- ù"1äþ a"ã".iñetizedl or- belng 

-asleep, or-being unconscious'
þrh;; in rrfpno;i;; he finás that hls mind- is active; that he

òan hear êïery sóund in the room; that he can resist sugges-
tlons if he *ä desires; that his attention kg"Pg wandering'
ñiõ-inõ"gttt racing aróund; that he h"." not fa}len asleep;
ãñã tfrat"tte remembãrs everything that has þqpp"ned when he

õpã"À ñis "y"Ã,-ã"¿ 
i¡,-," lä betleves himself-Lo have failed.

frã-ito"áines'thén t,hat he is a poor subjgct, and he.is apt to
äU""ãõñ-hypnot,ic treatments. The- expeiience of being
tvpnotizeä'is no different from the êxperience of relaxing
;åã";i-;iãiling t,o go to s1eep. Becauêe this experience is
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so fam
startl
when a
tized,
nind i
percei
with t
isaf
hands
may do
have a

iliar to you, and because you may expect something
i;ãiy ã:.rieránt in hypnosiê, you may get discouraged
ii"ä." is induced. - 

hemember, you are not anaesthe-
you are not unconsciousr you are not asleep'- Ïour

s activer your thoughts are under y?ur controlr YoY
.r"-.if iúiiruf:-, and-you are in complete communication
he operator. if,e oniy unique thing.yPY m?Y experience
ä"fiñg of heaviness iir youi arms and tinglin_ess in your
and fÏng".s. If you arê habi!,,ua]ly 3 deep sleeperr You
ze momeñtarily; iÎ you are a light sleeper' you may

feellng you are comPletelY awake.

How Deep do I have go to to set Benefit s from Hypnosis?

lbw Does Hypnosis Work?

If you can conceive of hypnosis as a spectrum of aware-
ness that stretches from wakinþ-to sleepr Yoü will realize
that some aspãcts are close to the waking state, and. share
iñg phenomenä of waking; and some aspects are close to
sleep, and participãt""ír, the phengTena of light sleep. .But
ãiãr'inã-'ð"[i""-Àpãðtr"t] suggeËtibilily is indreased; and
rhis is whar *ãfãã-hypnósis-[otentially beneficial,- provided
;;-p"¿-rhe-""ägéiiiUiii.ty to a construôtive use. The depth
äi ñyp""ãir dãã; no! alwäys correlate with the degree of sug-
sestibilitv. In other woids ' even if you go- no 99qP"t than
ãh;-ii;ñ;;å¿ "iãses 

of hypnoúis and arê.neFely mildlv nelaxed'
i;; ;ift-;iiri-uã-ã¡iã t,ä'benef it fro''' its .theraP-eutic effects'
ii "ò h"pp"n"-that-witf, practice you should be able to go in
ãè"pó"]-[,üt, this really is not toô important in the great
rnajority of cases.

The human mind is extremely suggestible and is being- 
-

bourbarded .or,ãtrntiy with suggesiive-stimuli from the outside 
'

¿nã-õggestivã-[nó"ätrt" and iãeas from the inside' A goPd

deal of suffering-iË t,¡" consequence of :'negatl'tt"" thoughts
ã;ã-impulses in.räalng oners mind from subconscÍous recesses'
Unioñünatelyl--pã"[ ä*periènces, guilt fgg11nBF, ang repudiated
il;;i;;;-ã;ã' å"ã1"". áie incessánü1v ^pushi"q-tl:T=-:ll"' into
*ã"ãn".., Oirãótfy or in disguised- !ó*1, sabotaging one's
Ë;;i;;;;; t'eãiiñl'and- efficiãncv' Bv the time one has
reached aAuftñãoä, tô n.. built üp "nêgativerr modes of thinking'
i;;iï;s,-and ä¿tiås !ha! persist itxe 5ad habits. And like
;;;-ËEítã irrãv arã hard to break. In ÞyPnosi=.y9 attempt
[ä' räpiãõã itðå"-rr¡sg¿¡iysrr attitude*s with t'positiverr ones.
Ert it takes iit" to"disintegrate old habit P{tterns; so do

not be Oiscourããè¿ if th""" Is no immediate effect' If you
conrinue to piããiicé tft" principles taught_you þy yoyr thera-
;i;¿;-t;"-riir-"ventualty'noticè change. Even though there
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may be no apparent alterations on the surface, a restructur-
ñä i; Sót"ä'on underneath. An analogy_may m3ke-this clear.
Íï'yõ" fióra"" batch of white blotters above the leve1 of
your eyes so that you see the bottom blotterr an9_if you
äribblä drops of i.-nf< onto the top.blotterr.Yoü ryi}l. observe
;ãahi;g ãlf'ferent for a wh-r€ until sufficient ink has been
pãù"ãd"to soaX through tÞe entire thickness. Eventually the
ïnk will come- dówn. -During this period.while__nqth¡ng seemingly
*äi t"ppening, penetrations were occurrJ-ng. Had the plocess
Uãã"- "iõppea"úeiore 

enough ink had been pouredr wê, would be

iãrrptè¿ fä consider the þrocess a failure. Suggestions in
frypiros:.s are like ink- poüred on layers of resistance; one
müit keep repãaiing thèm before thêy come through to influence
o)-d, destruct ive Patterns .

¡Re1axing exercisesfr t t'self-hyPnOsistr, and lauto-hypnosisrl
are intercha"gã.b1" terms for a reiirlorc-ing process that may

be valuable iñ neÍping your therapist help ygy' . ff. this
ãã¡ù"ãt,-iã n"ä"äÃãi',"li will be èmployed. 

-tt¡e technique is
simple and safe.

How Can I HeIp in the Treatment Process?

It is irnportant to mention to- your therapist. ycur re-
actions to treátment and to him or hór, no matler hcw unfounCed'
ñiãi;; or ridiculous these reactions may seem. . Ygrf dreams
ñt-;iå" - 

be- :.mportant . . . Important clues may be . derived f rcm

Vóú"-t""ctions, dreams, anä resistances that wil] provide an
üñãèróùãnding óf your ínner problems and help in your treatment.

Itlouldnr t Hypnotic Dru Ãs be Valuabl e and Force me to go Deeper?

Experience shows that drugs are usually not necessaliy'
Often they comPlicate matters.

!ühat about S elf-Hvpnosis?
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